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SURROGATE LEARNING MEASURES: CREDIT,
OTHEk UNITS, AND NON-CREDIT*

I. Introduction

The central concern of this paper is the existence

of various'forms of credit and non-credit and their relation

to traditional college credit, courses, and programs. There

appears to be an expansion in the kinds of credit and their

usage; the problems resulting from this fact have been vex-

ing the staff and faculty committees of the Statewide Course

Numbering System (SCNS) for several years now.**

The paper reports the practices of Florida postsecond-

ary institutions as they created all forms of credit; it

presents the results of a search for the formal authority

and constraints on the uses of these different kinds of credit

units; and it attempts to provide some clarification of

the large and small issues which are important in the creation

and maintenance of a reliable statewide inventory of classified

courses listed at the 37 public community colleges and universi-

ties in Florida. The research for this paper permitted an

investigation of several other issues of consequence for the

integrity of the data in the course inventory of SCNS, e.g.,

\incorrect catalog listings of courses; general education p t-

*Prepared by John S. Waggaman, Research Consultant to
the Statewide Course Numbering System and Associate ilrofessor
of Higher Education, The-Florida gtate University. (9/80)

**6ee Appendix A for SCNS documents about these and
other related problems.
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terns, authority and potential changes; developmental-

remedial secondary-level courses; important issues related

to the conversion of occupational courses to the SCNS classi-

fication system; and other similar matters.

The study involved an examination of Florida college

catalogs, 1979-80 and/or 1980-81; a search ok the Florida

Statutes, Florida Administrative Code and selected federal

statutes and regulations; and, a search and retrieval of

vakio,us and sundry federal, out-of-state, accreditation, and

professional association documents. In addition, a few state

and institutional officials were sought out who very helpfully

shared a variety of useful information.

The second section of the paper gives an overview of

the context and problems concerning credit. The third section

reviews relevant national guidelines about transfer of credit,

and the fourth one examines the applicable standards and inter-

pretations of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools.

The fifth section brings together the definitions,and concepts

of ceedit, courses'Illd programs, and reports on some policies

and practices in other states. Section six exa'mines the Florida

experience: past, current, and probable future. Section seven
0

summarizes the findings, presents conclusions and makes specific

policy recommen4tions.

Two characteristics of style in the paper should be

noted. First, the results of the study of catalogs, particu-
,-

larly the community college catalOgs, are not reported or

7



identified by institution; such information is available

at SCNS. Identities are not detailed here because this is

a state-level policy background paper and not an evaluation

of individual institutions. The simple fact is that there

are no official state rules which direct the institutionl
*

to do anything about credit or related course numbering

practices different from what they are now doing.

Second, ail footnotes refer to the numbered refer-

ences at the end of the paper. Page numbers, when apprO-

priate, appear following a comma after the reference number;

a second or third reference each follows a semI-colon.

II. Credit for Learning

One of the oldest distinctions among courses resulted

in a dichotomy between credit and non-credit courses. At one

time all remedial work was classified as non-credit; the term

"bone head" English was used a generation ago to describe

"make-up" or remedial English courses. Other kinds of courses,

for example, those with little theoretical content and focused

on current issues,, were not only denied credit, but were not

even given the dignity of a course number. Very old-time pro-

fessors like to tell how they made relevant their subject

speciality over the dinner table with a few students in attend-
s

ance, but not for grade or credit.

.To say that things have Changedis to maSsively under-.'

state current credit usage. One of Florida's public universities

oars a series of credit courses which, although providing



students withexploratory inter- or mUlti-disciplinary subject

matter, sound like non-credit adult education community instruc-4

tional service offerings.* Another Florida university has,

through its student government association, organized a large

set of "leisune courses, many with facuLty instructors teach-

ing their most current research results or reporting on recent

international field trips--all non-credit. These very different

approaches to what constitutes a credit Course represent the

enormous divergence,which has emerged among higher education

institutions. Such experiences,are certainly not unique to

Florida.
4

The information in Table 1, from official Florida
-

sources, indicates the increasing Variety of means by which

learning is assessed and for,which credit is awarded. 8;10;20

The list is probably intomplete because new means of assessment

are emerging almost weekly. The items in the table come from

state system official rules and documents, but do not include

the unique assessment efforts of each university and community

college.

Several 'higher education authorities have suggested

over the years that other learning strategies need to be

*This university has purged its curAculum and catalog '
listings by removing "The Monster and the Movies," "Dues, Blues
and Langston Hughes," and others such as "A History of Baseball";
all were legitimate credit courses at one time.

9
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TABLE 1

Kinds of Credit Which Can Be Earned In
Addition To Regular Academic Credit
(if certain qualifications are met)*

1. Dual enrollment credits in college-level academic
courses completed by a high school student at- an
accredited collegiate institution prior to com-
pletion of high school;a

2. Credit equivalents for the secondary adv ced
placement programs of CEEB;a

. Credit equivalents for passage of the Coll ge Level
Examination Program tests;a

4. Credit for
ation;b

5. Credits for
tutional or
subject tes

passage of an e mption or waiver examin-

I

ap opriateAVrecognized standardized insti-
artmental examinations, including USST_,

6. Credit from U
(USAFI);b

ted States armed forces institute

7. Credit from off-campus prograM courses, except for
DIS's;c

8. Undergraduate credit for courses taken at an institu-
tion participating in the program of interinstitutional
transient regiStration;c

9. Academic credit for cooperative (i.e., work-study) edur
cation experiences;c

10. Admission to upper divi4on
from a community college'is
including,60_semester hours
of occupationil-TaFiei-iEff
cation."c

by students transferring
based on several factors
of academic work "exclusive
basic required physical edu-

*Note: no special mentions are made here about credit awarded
for,correspondence study, military experience or life experience;
however, the first two are accepted by most universities and the
Florida Articulation Coordinating Committees is working on credit
guidelines for the last one.

a. Mentioned for both community colleges and universities.

b. Mentioned for community college only.

c. Mentloned for universities only.

i 0



TABLE 1--Continued

11. "acceptance of course credits for transfers prom such
degree or certificate programs [different from the.
associate of arts, which is the basic transfer degree
of Florida community colleges] will be evaluated by,
the senior level institution on the basis of applica-
bility of the course to the baccalaureate program in
the major field of the student."c

12. Credit earned from an external degree program;c

13. Graduate credit for courses taken at an institution
participating in the traveling scholars programs;c

14. Both credit and non-credit courses may be offered
through continuing education;c

15. Employed public school teachers may participate through
community colleges in the programs at,teacher education
centers;'

16. !on-crefrtt discusskor; groups permitted under certain
condi onsjc

17. Community college system of classifying courses and pro-
grams for funding purposes:

(1) AdvanCed and professional - Adv#nced
and professional includes all courses for'which
credit is awarded in fields of study or disciplines
agir4Fed primarily for programs of study leading to
a baccalaureate degree and all courses 54kportive
of study in these disciplines.

(;) Occupational - Occupational includes all
vocatidtal/technical college credit and non-credit
courses designed primarily for programs of study
leading to an associate of science degree, a certi-
ficate or an award, including courses for upgrading
and retraining designed for immediate employment.,
Also included are courses in agricultural,,distri-
butivehealth, home economics, industrial, office/
busineah, and technical education.
" (3) Developmental - Developmental includes

all"courses in compensatory programs for all fields
of study designed to meet the needs of the educa-
tionally disavantaged student including'remedial,
functional, literacy and high school completion
courses. Compensatory education programs shall
consist of a group of interdependent activities
and special types of educational experiences de-
signed to meet the specific academic and personal
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TABLE 1--Continued

needs of educationally disadvantaged students
whose need for such programs of,Apecial in-
struction results from poverty, neglect, delin-
quency, curriculum deficiences, cultural
attitudes, or cultural or linguistic insulation
from the community at large. A compensatory
education program must include attention to
subject matter remediation, development of
competencies, and change of attitudes. It is
addressed to increasing the likelihood of
success at the entry level° of any certificate
or degree program of the college.

(4) Community instructional servides-
Community instfuctional services includes
organized non-redit initructional activities
conducted within guidelines adopted by the
State Board of Education. 6A-14.761.

SOURCE: Florida gtatutes and Flortda Administrative Code,
in compilations through 1979, plus other, more

. current rulps. These and the entire results of
.. the search of official sources are sumnarized in

.., Appendix C.
.

developed and used to replace the old credit and degree

systems. Competency-based learning has often been ilyggested

as such a means. Closer inspection of it, though, indicates

that it is both part of an instructional strategy and a ,special

assessment procedure; for example, .indlvidualized instruction

may be part of a cox:e of competency-based program of studies

which uses performance objectives. Competency-based assessment

would appear to be more related to certification, e.g., for

completion of a set of program requirements rather than for

assessing ire results of a single course. *In any ever41, it

appears that competency-based programs will have their results

awarded regular credit for a variety of purposes, including

12
V
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fatilitation of inter-institutional transfer of students.

Levine discugs4S this and a variety of matters about

credit and degrees; of particular interest is his summary

of the pros and cons of credit as Compiled by Barbar

Burn. After considering the 'strengths and weak-

nesses pf credit wittineith.A. side an Obviops winner, Levine

discusses colleges vglich have developed innovatiVe programS

oi total curricula to offset the negative consequences of

the credit system; New College of the University Of South.

Florida is included as an examp],p.

Item 17 ih Table 1 was ihcluded because it defines

credit and non-credit and does so in a very different way

than for other educational programs or courses. It. should '
4

be noted that no special recognition was given to insti-
*

tutional credit or any other irregular forms of credit;

this omission does not mean that usage or recognitIon

of Other credit forms in different state.or institutional

documents shotIld /Mt t. The varieties of occupational

credit turned out to be ne of the most'confusing and com-
.

plex issues addressed in this study; 1.,nderstanding them

requires some information ab1 Ciampletion awards, kinds of

pio4ra:Ms And legislative h tory.

In a 1973 study of accredited two-year colle9es in

the South, published by the Southern Association of Colleges

Schools, the authors asserted that all college curricula

!ell into one of four categories:

,,
13



degree programs designed for transfer,
to senior institutions;

o degree programs in vocational-technical
education;

non-degree programs in vocational-technical
education; and

non-c;edit programs in adult and continuing
education.1,25-27. -

he,first set of curriculfi were described as the typical

lower divigion transfer liberal arts programs. The programs

in tle second group were labeled semi-professional and

technidal. They had the standard description of curri-

cula for preparation of students for immediae employment;

howeVer, the report also stated that some df.theTrograms

law. prepared students for transfer to speciallzed programs

at four-year institutions. The hird group of programs

were those for training students in skilled and semi-skilled

occupations. The fourth group included programs for adults

who wanted 'to improve or extend their knowledge, or wanted

skills in vocational or avocational az%.9as. The 1973 date

Aof the report explains in large part the absence of the term

"postsecondary" in the descriptions for grouittwo or three.

The most current and still progressing change today from'

this'quartet is the removal of occuPational updating courses

from group four. 'The 1973 'report understated phe act,ual

expansion in the number of occupationorograms and enroll-

ments. These developments represent ,the dyamics of change

just durng. the l970!s.

1 4
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The concept of the technician as someone 'who hat

completed rigorous college-level study, or its equivalent,

in an occupational field is. gaining in importance. Whenever

"college-level" is used to describe an occupational program

the teims can be &coded to mean that the courses in the

program will almost always (today) be assigned some form of

college credit. The definition of technical programs as

those being tWo years in length, but less than fourlapparently

is common concept. In the 1979 Occupational Education volume
Ihb

of the College Blue Book, its introduction contains de-

scriptive information of a contradictory nature, but only

so if a reader assumes that only one educational program

model exists for the education of technicians.27fix-

The editors, subscribe to the two-year college 14an, but

point out that some technical training programs may begin

\J in-the llth or 12th grade, although most programs are said

to be post-high school in character. They assert that trade

and technical schools almost always offer post-high school

programs.

The definitions the editors use for their completion

awards indicate varying lengths for programs, which raites

questions about the character and credit awards for the 850

technical curricula listed for the more than 8000 business,

trade and technical schools,

As used herein,.a certificate refers to a formal
award for the'successful completion of a program
of less than one year in length. A diploma
refers to a program of one year or more but less

1 5
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than two years in length. The Associate
degree refers tà the two-year programs,
generally found at junior and community
colleges.270c.

Clearly this guidebook covers both technical *and skill pro-

grams, even though it does not so state. Incidentally,

this is not'a unique definition for diploma, which thrm is

almost never used for occupational program completions by

Florida's community college officials; it is used this

way at a public Area VocationalTechnical Center which is

a part of a Florida public school district.- In many ways

the preceding description summarizes the\confusing mixture

of occupational education arrangements in the United States

and Florida at this time.

Most discussions of credit usually refer to the
4

credit awarded. Any review of the credit available froM

examinations courses completed successfully and so on,

implicitly refers to the credit assigned to these learning

activities. The means by which credit is assigned to a

leaining experience before the credit is ever awarded is

either an informal or a very formal process. A description

of the latter may be found in the 1979 Nation 1 Guide to

Credit Recommendations for Non-Collegiate rses, by the

American Council on Education.26 In almost all ways the

text material and Appendix B of the Guide provide the

ultimate model for rationally assigning credit to any

educational experience, not just non-collegiate courses.

This publication's reComMendations should be very helpful
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to the persons involved in converting courses from one

calendar to another or from one credit unit system,

e.g., clock hours, to another.17* Following are some

of the Guide's recommendations which are relevant to

problems of concern in this study.

1.a. The.material presented in each [technical]
course must be on the postsecondary level.

d. The course should serve people who can use
the credit recommendatidns toward a post-
secondary credential.

e. . . . Correspondence and independent study
courses must include a proctored examination
administered under secure conditions.

f. Courses conducted over an extended period
of time should normally contain at least
30 hours of instruction.

g. Intensive courses should normally contain
at least 35-40 hours of instruction (5 days).

h. Intensive technical courses involving lab-
oratory or workshop exercises should normally
be at least 70-80 hours of instruction (10
days).

i. Individual courses that do not meet the above
time requirements may be grouped together for
purposes of'review.

9.c. Duration and concentration of effort in re-
lationship to the generally accepted practice
for determining credit in postsecondary insti-
tutions. Normally, academic credit is assigned
on the basis of one semester credit hdur for
each 15 classroom contact hours plus 30 hours
of outside preparation or equivalent; one seth-
ester credit hour for each 30 hours of labora-
tory work plus necessary outside preparation
or equivalent; one semester credit for not
less than 45 hours of shop instruction (contact
hours or equivalent).

1 7
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If appropriate, a single-credit recommendation
ii established for [a] group of courses and
it applies only when a student has completed
all of them.

Reasons given for failure-to recommend credit
have included: (1) the course is too limited
in scope or too narrowly focused to be com-
parable to-college programs; (2) the material
predented in the course is not comparable to
courses offered by colleges and universities;...

.

10. Credit recommendations will be reported in the
following categories:

1. Vocational Certificate: This category
describes course work of.the type normally
jound in nondegree (certificate) programs,
which are usually a year or less in length
and designed to provide students.with occupa-
otional skills. They can also be found in some
curricula leading to associate degrees in
applied science [AAS]. Course content is
specialized and the accompanying shpp, lab-
oratory, or similar practical components
emphasize procedural more than analytical
skills.

2. Lower Division Baccalaureate/Associate Degree:
This category describes course work of the type
normally found in the first two years of bacca-
laureate program and in programs leading to the
Associate in Arts, Associate in Science, or the
Asso6iate in Applied Science degree. The in-
strimtion stresses development of analytical
abilities at the introductory level. Verbal;
mathematical, and scientific concepts associated
with an academic discipline are introduced, as
are basic principles. Occupationally oriented
courses in this category are normally designed
to,prepare a student to function.as.a technizian
in a particular field. . . . 26,xi-xix,193-195.
[Underlined emphasis added.]

The above guidelines, and the portions not quoted, can be help-.

ful in comprehending the emerging issues about occupational

credit. It shouldebe noted that ACE is recommending a standard

formula for calculating whatever form of credit is assigned,

18
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but that thoughtful examination of course syllabusses, textbooks,

examinations, and so On must be the heart of course evaluations%

The system of Virginia Community Colleges has assigned all of

its courses a uniform course number and used one fdrm of credit

for all technical and what appear to be skill-level courses.

Thus, there is at least one state which has confronted the pro-

blems of credit rationally.

In the next section other national guidelines are

examined which will focus on transfer of credit.

19
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III. National Guidelines For Transfer of Credit'

In the United States in recent years a nunber of

reports have been published about credit for military

service, for employment and training, and for other ex-

periences; included in them arh inventories of local

institutional practices about accepting or awarding

credit. Some of these publications make recommendations

to institutions about the amount of credit which can be

legitimately assigned to these various learning or-living

experiences. 13;26;34;39.

One of the first sets of national guidelines

about transfer of credit was published in early 1978 by

the Council on Postsecondary Accreditation (COPA), a

national coordinating group for all regional* professional,

and technical accrediting associations. The evaluation

and assignment of credit for non-traditional learning

like that mentioned above results in credit which is very

difficult to transfer; the transfer of regular course

work is still a problem because of program requirements

at the receiving institution and so on. 29. The COPA

statement appeared as an end paper tip a voluminous list

of institutionsaccredited in the United States. The

,guidelines stated that:

Transfer of credit fom one institution to
another involves at least three considerations:

o The educational quality of the work transferred.

o The comparability of the courses previously taken
to6those offered by the receiving institution.

2
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16,

o The educational and occupational goals df
the student.

Accieditation s eaks onl to t
considerations. It indicates,that the institu-
tion or program has Met certain requirements
that represent minimum standards of educational
qualitx.

One accredited .institution, therefore, should
be willing to consider for transfef purposes
the credits from another,aec*editedinstitution,
and then should apply its ownijudgement as to
the comparability of the courses and their
appropriateness to the student's declared
educational and occupational goals. No accredi-
ted institution, should refuse to consider transfer
credits from another accredited institution siMply
because of the type of accreditation.

,

As enrollments of 18-22-year-old students start
to decline, beginning about 1980, it is expected
that traditional colleges and universities in-
creasingly will recruit students from different
kinds of institutions. They should begin now
to reevaluate their policies and practices with
regard to transfer of credits. (The foregoing
statement is not a policy document, either of
COPA or the American Council on Education [ACE].
It is presented solely for informatiop qqd
guidance to all interested parties.) 2 46

The above statement presents a set of noble and

desiiable goals. It Aso provides a structure in which can

be placed the goals of the Statewide Course Num1;ering System,

17.

the actions of the Articulation Coordinating Committee, the

bilateral articulation agreements between any two-year'college

and a uniVersity, and the voluntary arrangements for regional

consortia of community colleges and universities. All of

these Florida organizations relate in whole or in part to

the problems of transferring credit for comparable courses

between accredited two-year apd four:Tear institutions.
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Further evidence of the need for these intermediate

agencies--between accrediting association and postsecondary

academic institutions--is contained in the 1977 xeport,

Statewide Articulation Agreements, by the American Associ-

ation of Collegiate Registrars and Admissions Officers

(AACRA0).37 In its survey of all 50 states in the summer

of 1976, the Association received no reply from three states;

respondents in 10 states indicated no formal articulation

agreements were in existence.

Each ofthe remaining 37 states -reported
some type of articulation activity--nearly
all are statewide in scope. They provided
written materials that ranged from one-page
documents to multi-page booklets and manuals
describing extensive programs. Members of
the [AACRAO] subcommittee have carefully
reviewed each response and have produced a
one-page "fact-sheet" for inclusion in this
publication. Because of the volume of data
provided by many states, it was necessary to
summarize and condense much information. .

37
,
1-2.

These one-page state "fact sheets" indicated an enormous

diversity of transfer-for-credit policies. They also indit-

cated that the States of Arizona, Florida, Hawaii, Nevada

and Virginia had coufie equivalency systems of some kind,

all at the lower division level; Florida's system, of course,
9

includes the upper division. Florida and Virginia are appar-

ently the only states with fcommon numbering systems. Many of

the other states encouraged course-by-course evaluation by the

receiving institution. Only one state, Montana, said its

institutions would accept all credits at face value on the

transbript of'a Montana student coming from an accredited

22
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Montana college or university. Most states are probably

like South Carolina where acceptability,of transfer credit

ranges from none to all among its various postsecondary

institutions.
29.

A revised version of the rlier COPA statement on

transfer of credit may be found in the 1979 edition of

Transfer Credit Practices ot Selected Educational Institu-
.

tions, published by the AmeriCan Association of Collegiate

Registrars,and Admissions Officers.38. This version, now

three pages, was' agreed to by COPA, AACRAO and ACE in 1978;

it is titled "Transfer and Award Of Academic Credit." The

importance and impact of non-formal as well as formal

education is emphasized throughout; the importance of

helping all kinds of students meet their educational goals

and objectives is also emphasized.

The new-trinity, based on the COPA one quoted

earlier, ,states:

Transfer credit from one institution to another
involves at least three considerations:

0

(1) the educational quality of the institution
from which the student transfers;

(2) the comparability of the natufe, content, ,

and level of credit earne0 to that offered
by the receiving institution; and

(3) the apprOpriateness and applicability of
the credi, earned to the programs offered
byrthe rece ing institution, in light of
the student's educational goals. 38/121.

In cOmparison with the CODA statement, item (1) shifts

attention from the students work being transferred, for

di
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which grades would be available, to the quality of the

institution. As this publication stated earlier:

"Accreditation indicates that the institution or program

has met certain requi,rements that represent minimum

standards of educational quality." 38,1' The emphasis

in the entire text is on the fact of minimum quality.

The reason for this emphasis is that "Acceptance of credit ...
-

-usually refers to a process of evaluating a transcript

submitted by another institution for a student who has

completed work at that institution." Thus, the rst

item was changed to emphasize the overall quality of an

institution, not just some specific.activities of it.

Howeve!, accreditation extends not just to the institution

through regional bodies, but to some programs through

- appropriate professional associations; of course all must

be recognized by COPA.

There is no hint that an unaccredited institution
0

or program is of poor qualj.ty; nor is there the fai test

suggestion about what might constitute a higher than mini-

mum quality institution or program. It is explained that

lack of accreditation may have nothing to do with quality.

Also, for example, applicants from foreign institutions or

others with credit from extra-institutional settings require

special evaluations; sources for these evaluations are

identified. As the statement suggests, under the Ameriftn

system of autonomous and diverse institutions of higher edu

4
jcation, this matter is left to the udgement of the tran-
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script evaluation clerk,admissiong administrator or faculty

member from an appropriate program.

The new second i_tem mits reference to a course,

substitutes credit for course, and stipulates that compara-
'NS

bility should be determined by examining the nature, content,

and level of credit earned. These three characteristics of

the credit earned are to be compared between the sending and

receiving institutions. The terms'"content" and "level"

may be more commtly interpreted, but the "nature" of a credit

earned has an eighteenth-century ambiguousness about it that

knows no bounds. It seems readym as a icy guideline

to be interpreted permissively for the most gene ous or

archaic and prejudiced judgement about a "meaningful learning

experience." The interpretation in the statement of item

two makes a suggestionsto avoid, 'apparently, these very

difficulties: "Since accreditation does not address these

questions [nature, content and level], thislinformation

must be obtained from catalogs and other materials and from

direct contact between knowledgeable and experienced faculty

and staff 'at both the receiving and sending institutions

[emphasis added]."38 This is a major change and improvement

over the old transfer statement; implementing it could be a

sizable undertaking. The change also introduces a new

structural component in the transfer evaluation process which

should sound familiar to educators in Florida.

Perhpas the Florida experience is miles ahead here:

41
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the decision bey faculty discipline,task forces (through the

Statewide Course Numbering System) about what courses are

comoarab Gal

"O.`

e mos nowledgeable

persons in the field. Also, ,the procedures developed for

equating other kind f evidence-of learning with credit

award decisions by the Florida Artidulation Coordinating

Committee, while leaving their applicatir to institutional

officials, seems to work very wellft Howeiver, neither

group has been able to resolve the difficult issues about.

transferability of occupational credit, especially sine6

Florida's official rules prohibit transfer of all occupa-

tional courses to6 the universities.

The third item, like number one, shifts the focus

back to the institution; it adds the point that a student's

Pedscation goals and the credit earned should be considered/

in relation to the programs of the receiving institutions.

This stipulation appears in the official rules of the State

University System and in some university catalogs. One can

easily imagine that as the pressure grows for admitting any

applicant juSt to keep up FTE student funding, the very

educational mission of an institution could be challenged

by admitting too many students with inappropriate educational

goals or preparation. The most significant poPbinthe

interpretive statement about this item is not evident from a

reading of it.

At some institutions there, may be differences
between the acceptance of credit for admission
purposes and the applicability of credit for
degree.purposes. A receiving institution may

2 t;
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accept previous work, place a credit value
on it, and'enter it on the traiiiaTta.
However,,the previous work, because of its
nature (?] and not its inherent quality,
ilay-sg determined to have- no-applicability-
to a specific degree to be pursued by the
student.

Institutions have a responsibility to make
this distinction, and its implications, clear
to students before they decide to enroll.
This should be a matter of full disclosure,
with the best interests of the student in
mind . . .[Emphasis added.] 38,122.

.In Florida, a 4'mild" form of this problem results when a

student takes too many courses in a particular discipline

atá community college, then finds that only one of them

will apply to a maior; that most of the others will count

only as electives; and that only 'one or two are found'

acceptable as.part of the general education requirement'

for an A.A. degree.,

In summary, the 1979 jolt statement by AACRAO,

ACE and COPA sllbstantially chanded the older one as:

(1) AACRAO's realism tempered COPA's"idealism;_
(2) ACE's and AACRAO's focus on institutions shifted

COPA:y attention from students back to its p'rimary clientele

group, the insti utions;

(S) Reco tion was-given to the need for inter-

institutional actio s faculty and.staff to facilitate

transfer of credit arned, but no need was stated for formal

'articulation agencies or policies;

(4) Emphasis was given to the need for institutions

to effectively, efficiently, fairly, and without misunder-

standing, accept.teansfer credit;

2 7
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(5) Recognition was explicit that American insti-

tutions of,higher education are divergent, autonomous, and

by implication, not particularly likely to uniformly accept

transfer credit, or even ii4aCcepting it, to uniformly apply

it to a student's major or degree program.

4

28



IV. Re ional Standa and Continuin Education Units

The Southern As ociation of Colleges and Schools is

the regional accreditin agency for Florida. Below is Stan-

dard Three passed by it Coll ge Delegate Assembly along

'With the interpretationsxyblished with it, by the Commission

'on Colleges.

STANDARD THREE
Educational-Program

The educational program must be clearly.related
to the purposes of the institution. The relation-
sfiip between purposes, program, and their evaluation
must be demonstrated in policies and procedures of
admission, content of curricula, requirements for -

graduation, instructional methods and procedures
and quality of work required of the students.

An institution should have a well-defined and
clearly expressed policy of admission. The admission
policy should be related to the educatibnal purposes
of the institution and should establish such quali-
tative and quantitative standards and criteria as
are necessary to insuresthe admission of students who
can benefit from the educational program.

The curricular offerings of an institution should be
clearly and accurately described in published materials.
Curricula should be directly related and appropriate to
the purposes awl objectives orthe institution, to the
ability and preparation of the students admitted, and

. to the financial and instructional resources of the
institution.

The principal focus ofsthe total institution should-
be on the education of students. Instruction is the
basic means of this end. Instructional techniques
and policies should express the purposes of the insti-
tution, as well as the specific objectives of an indi-.
vidual course. Instruction, to be.effective, must be
evaluated continuously, and an institution should be
able to present evidence that efforts are being made
to improve instruction. Concern for improvement of
instruction is a mark of institutional vita1ity.35,9.

,
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Illustrations and Interpretations
(of Standard Three]

1. Admission

It is recognized that there are methods of preparation
and forms of credentials distinct from the preparation
and diploma of a completed high school education which
may give evidence of aul individual's ability to profit
from and make satisfvt9ry progress in the educational
programs of a particulät-institution. Some examples of
such preparation or credentials are experience, study,
and passing of examihations outside the high school
environment. Each institution must, however, assume
continuing responsibility for appropriate and documented
evaluation of its preparation and credential requirements
in terms of its oWn educational objectives and policies.

The policy with regard to accepting transfer credit shouldbe clearly defined. The quality of woik for iliraTerred
credits should be in keeping with the quality required of
irr7iEridents of the institution. The student transferring
should be proVided the opportunity to obtain information
concerning his/her standing prior to enrollment.

2. Curriculum

There should be a clearly defined process by which the
curriculum is reViewed and established. This process
should recognize the various roles of the faculty, the

- administration, and the governing board.

The determination of general policy is'the responsibility
of the governing board. Such matters are the number and
types of degrees,-ER-humber and nature of the divisions,
schools, or colleges through which the curriculum is
administered, and the extent to which the.institution
should offer graduate work are clearly areas over which
the governing board has final jutisdiction. The adminis-
tration and faculty are responsible for the development
of proposed academic programs and recommendations on
curricular Changes for submission to the governing board.
They are also responsible for implementing the general
policy and arranging for the institution's academic
offerings as established by the board.

In a single-purpose institution responsibility for
curticulum control and administration should be assigned
to a committee of the'faculty and administrative officials.
A multi-purpose might have an entit for each
division, school, or college, but should esta lish a single

30
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coordinating body at the institution level. In

every case, areas of jurisdiction should be defined,
with the channels of communication and control
clearly established.

The scope and nature of the curriculum should be
related to the stated purposes of the institution
and should be in keeping with the available and pro-
jected resources, both financial and academic. Defi-
nite efforts should be made to avoid the proliferation
orcourse offerings and degeee programs. A small
institution with liftlited resources should not offer a
wide variety of major programs and degrees. New pro-
grams should be initiated only when a need can be
identifidd and fully documented, and existing programs
should be evaluated periodically. There should be in
each undergraduate division a recognizable comMon
core of subject matter that expresses the ealiaTronal
phirosophy of thi-ina-itution.

,w

In each degree program there should be an orderly and
identifiable sequence of courses with an a equate Miber
of hours required in courses above the elementary IWO:-
andWIEff an appropriate system of prerequisites. The
institution should define clearly what is meant by a
major or a field of concentration, with stated minimums
and maximums of hours required. There should be limita-
tions on the num55775f hours allowed in specialized areas.
Provision should be madg-TEE electivds.

An institution must maintain a permtnent file of course
descriptions adequate to inform students of course con-
tent.

The development of pre-professional programs should be
related to future placement opportunities and locations.

Programs designed to _Prepare students for employment in
technical or semi-professional occupations may lead to an
associate or higher degree.

Degree Programs,shall require high school graduation or
the equivalent for admission and shall contain a basic
core of general education. One component shall be courses
designed-to develop skill in oral and written communication.

In a non-degree occupational oriented program which has
no I?) general education component, the institution is
.encouraged to provide instruction in the basic skills of

oral and written communication.



"Inverted," Pupside-down,"] "two plus two," or
similar programs must contain at the baccalaureate-
granting institution advanced credit hours of work
in the subject field consistent with similar degree
majors at the institutions [for AS .degree students
transferring without sufficient general education,
but many technical/pre-professional courses].

The catalog and other published materials concerning
all institutional offerings on and off camvub, should
accurately and honestly reflect the academic resources
of the institution.

Congruency with institutional purposes should be a
primary consideration in reviewing all curricular
changes. Existing programs should also be evaluated
periodically for consistency with instructional
purposes.

3. Instruction

In certain professional, vocational-, and technical
programs, particularly the allied health areas,
appropriate and meaningful clinical and other affiii-
ations with outside agencies are essential. In all'
such gases, 175-iiarig experiences for which credit is
awarded must be under the full control and supervision
of the educational institution. When two or more
institutions are operating consortium arrangements for*
the exchange of students or credits,-all the partici- .

pating institutions should be accredited to off,r.

credit work at the appropriate degree level.

For technical, vocational, and specialized programs, the
institution must demonstrate that an effective relation-
ship exists between curriculum content and current
practices in business and industry. The use of lay
advisory committees and a comprehensive follow-up programFriFelailates are meanscommonly used for the eval.pati9n
of,effectiveness in meeting program objectives.J3//-13.
[All underlined words marked for emphasis.]

ClearlY, the Standard is general and the interpretation

are broad gauge. The reason for this may be that the Associa-

tion accredits both two-year and four-year institutions, but_

only one set of standards. The Southern Association did have
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separate standards until about 1970.'

To examine the possible differences in accrediting

standards for two-year institutions only, rather than con-

- sider only a single set for two- and four-year institutions,

handbook was obtained from the Accrediting Commission

...of Community and Junior Colleges of the Western Association

of Schools and Colleges.14. This Association, an accrediting

agency for postsecondary institutions in California, Hawaii,

and off-shore entities, publishes separate standards for all

two-year institutions. Its Handbook iudicated a concern for

the credits and programs of non-accredited institutions

sending students and of credit from non-traditional programs.

A minor reference was made to occupational programs. Thus,

these separate 'standards seem little better than those-from

the Southern Association; in fact, the organization, inter-

pretation and questions to visiting'team members of the

Southern Association, published in separate manuals, Are much

more focused and clearly written.
22;23

In the Southern Association policies quoted above,

development of the academic program is identified as a responsi-

bility of the administration and faculty.. It is emphasized

throughout that the curriculum should be related td the stated

purposes of the institution. Other important policy matters

about the management of the curriculum are also presented.

However, 9othing is said about the need for articulation

policies or mechanisms; the interpretations do mention that

an institutional policy on transfer credit should be in

33
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existence. Mention is made only about that.portion of

occupational programs which offer credit as if this were

an infrequent practide. The self-study manual of the

ssociation suggests some questions which do recognize

t e existence of both degree aAd non-degree occupational/.,.

programs.

If degree programs are designed to prepare
students in technical or semi-professional
occupations, do they require high school
graduation or the equivalent? Show that
degree programs contain a basic core of
general education? What courses are pro-
vided to develop siill in oral and written
communication?

In nondegree, occupationally oriented pro-
grams, describe and evaluate the efforts
made by the institution to provide instruc-
tion in the basic sktl1s of oral and written
communication.22,20-21. [Emphasis added.]

The distinction in this quotation between degree technical

and non-degree occupational programs centers squarely on the

general education component, which is to be fully developed

for the former, but very spare and basic in the latter. The

AA degree in Florida has as its central curriculum concept

a requirement of 36 semester hours in general education; the

AS (and sometimes the AAS) degree programs require as

little as 12 and as many as 26 hours of general education.

It should be noted that,the non-degree occupational programs

in Florida often require very basic communication and mathe-

matics courses, but they-haire no counterparts in the regular

curricula of the community colleges or lower division of the

four-year universities.

34
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The Southern Association has a Standard (Nine),

titled Special Activities, which..discusses a variety of non-
.

credit and credit activities. 35,30-31. Thd credit activities

relate to the awarding of credit for experimental learning,

contracts for educational programs, nontraditional degree

programs and off-campus instruction. The concept and

application of the Continuing Education Unit (CVO in)this

Standard is the common idea which ties together the dis-

parate- subgroups of Credit and non-credit activities,
t%

Below ia the CEU definition section from the Standard

and the'illustrations of activities for which the CEU

is often awarded.

5. The Continuing Education Unit.

The continuing education unit (C.E.U.) should be
used as the basic means for recognizing an individ,-'
ual's participation in, and for recording an insti-
tution's offering of, noncredit classes, courses,
and programs. A C.E.U. is defined as ten contact
hours of partiCipation in an,organized continuing
education (adult or extension) experience under
responsible sponsorship, capable direction, and
qualified instruction. There are two types of C.E.U.
.applications, Individual and Institutional.

The following criteria are to be utilized for the,
: _awarding of Individual C.E.U.'s:

a. The noncredit activiky is planned in response to
an assessment of educational need for a specific target
population.

b./ There is a statement of objectives and rationale.

c. dontent is selected and is organized in a sequen-
tial manner.

d. There is evidence of pre-planning which should
include opportunity for input by a representative of
the target group to be served, the faculty area having
content expertise, and continuing education personnel.

3 5
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e. The activity is of an instructional nature and
ig sponsored or approved by'an academic or adminis-
trative unit of the institution best qualified to
affect the quality-of the progfam content and to
approve the resource personnel utilized.

f. There is a provision for registration for individ-
ual participants and to provide data for institutional
reporting.

g. Appropriate evaluation procedures are utilized
and criteria are established for awarding C.E.U.'s
to individual students prioeto the beginning of the
activity. This may inclUde the evaluation of student
performance, instructional procedures, and course
effectiveness.

Noncredit offerings which do not meet the individual
C.E.U. criteria should be accounted for only in terms
of the Distitutional C.E.U.; no Individual C.E.U.'s
should be awarded. Normally these noncredit offerings
will be less structured and more informal in nature.

Neither Individual nor Institutional C.E.U.'s normally
should be used to recognize or account for participation
in entertainment, social, ow athletic activities. Insti-
tutional C.E.U.'s should meet the following criteria:

a. The activity is a planned educational experience of
a continuing education nature.

b. The activity is sponsored by an academic or adminis-
trative unit of the institution qualified to affect the
quality of the program content and to select and approve
the resource personnel utilized.

c. Record of attendance is required for institutional
reporting use and a file.of program materials will tl
maintained by the administrative unit for special
activities. Attendance racords may be in terms of an
accurate headcount.35.33-34

10. Conferences andinstitutes

Conferences and institutes and their many variations are
an important part of the special activities programs of
many institutions. For purposes of identification and
clarification the following categories and definitions
may be useful:

0
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CONFERENCE

A general type of nieeting usually of one or more
days' duration, attended by a. fairly large number
of people. A conference will have a central theme
but is often loosely structured to cover a wide
range of topics. The emphasis is on prepared
presentations by authoritative speakers, although
division into small-group sessions for discussion
purposes is often a related activity.

INSTITUTE

Generally similar to a conference, but more tightly
structured to provide a more systematic development
of its theme, with the emphasis more on providing
instruction in principles And techniques than on
geheral information. Participants are usually in-
dividuals who already have some competence in the
field of interest. Institute programs may have
certain continuity, meeting on a yearly basis for
example.

SHORT COURSE 4 0

A sequential offering, as a rule under a single
instructor, meeting on a regular basis for a stipu-
lated number of class sessions over a short period
of time (e.g., one to three weeks). Quizzes and
examinations ma, be given depending upon the deter-
mination pf requirements. The noncredit course under
the public,service definition may resemble the credit
course in everything but the awardirITErZredit. It
may also be more informal and more flexible in its
approach in order to meet the needs of students.

WORKSHOP

Usually meets fox a continual period of time over a
period of one or more days. The distinguishing
feature of the workshop is that it Combines instruction
with laboratory or experimental activity for the parti-
cipants. The emphasis is more likely to be on skill
training than on general principles.

SEMIllftR

A.small grouping of people with the primary emphasis
on discussion under a leader or resource person or
persons. In continuing higher education, a seminar
is more likely to be a one-time offering, although it
may continue for several days.

37
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SPECIAL TRAINING PROGRAM

A skill _program which offers a Combination of instruc-
tion andi ractice. The approach is usually on a more
individualized basis than a Workshop.

For all of the above conference and institute,programs,
the administrative unit for special,activities should
provide for a systematic evaluation to assess the
effectiveness of the institution in achieving individ-
ual and programmatic goals.

These programs and the amount f credit or C.E.U.'s
for eadh should be determined in advance through the
regular channels of the AMinistrative unit for special
activities in cooperation with the appropriate deans
and departments of the Institution.

11. On-Campus Programs
r

Many of the special activities of an institution are
conducted on campus. Such programs include indepen-
dent and correspondence study, evening classes and
special summer sessions which are not a part of the
regular schedule and curriculum of the institution,
and other types of programs which are conducted on
campus in continuing education and adUlt and extension
.activities which do not fit the usual format or struc-
ture of the.institution4s regular ealication program
(e.g., conferences, institutes, short courses, workshops,
semdnars, special training programs, weekend college,
mini-college programs, newspaper, TV, and other media-
courses or programs).

The administrative unit for special activities should
provide for a systematic evaluation of on-campus special
activity programa to assess the effectiveness of the
institution in achieving individual and prbgrammatic
goals.

These programs and the amount of credit for C.E.U.'s
for each should be determined in advance through the
regular channels of the administrative unit for special
activities in cooperation with the appropriate deans
and departments of the institution.35,36-38.' (All
underlines added for emphasis.)

'r* The formal definition restricts eligibility of pro-

grams to award CEU's for those activities which are .

sponsored by an administrative or academic unit of an insti-

3
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tution; excluded, it seems, would programs sponsored

wholly by external organizations, although an educational

and an extetnal organization may jointly sponsor programs. 6 .

there are various_kindif programs which are excluded also,

such as those devoted to social, leisure or athletic activi-

ties. The grounds for inclusion are that a p ogram must

.be nstructional in character; thus football linics may 4p

inc ded but attendance at athletic games is not.

One of the anticipated problems identified early in

the use of CEU's was that thete 4peared to be no partic-

ular way by which to equate--even if that appeared to be

desirable--the CEU's with academic credit.19. Subsequently,'

for accountability, budgeting and funding, the CEU was

said to be "worth" one-tenth of a credit hour; i.e., ten

CEU's would be equal to one credit hour. This conversion

equation was incorporated in the Southern Association Standard

quoted above, which, incidentally, is the only regionally

accAditing association to incorporate CEU policies in its

standards. The educational evaluation procedures by which an

individual might convert cEU's to academic credit have not

been developed norhave 'such conversion methods been recommended

by any of the national or regional professional associations.

In fact, some Merida universities have practices which require

that students be notified that such conversion is virtually

imOosSible. Of course, university or college transfer admis-

sions officers may evaluate a CEU transcript and decide

39'
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that some of the learning experienges on,it are worthy

of general elective or specific course credit; a dePart-

ment chairperson may do the same.

A humber of Florida community colleges use CEU's

according to the information in their 1979-1981 catalogs;.

it also seems probable that most of the remainder use CEU's

but to determine this other documents would_have to be surveyed,

e.g., termalendar publications and special continui4g education
)11acmouncements and catalogs. One or two college,catalogs indi-

-
cated that CEq's were assigned to non-degree, non-college

credit vocational,courses. However, many other practices were

found which the colleges used W assigh and/or record some

unit of learning for enrollment in the non-degiee, non-college

credit courses. The variety of Nedit practices used by

Florida's 28 community colleges can be seen in page 2 of Table

(p. 57). The research to build thisjirble revealeq a number of

colleges awarding some kind of institutional units or credits.

However, there was no relationship found between use of the

term "institutionaluaand award of institutional CEU's.

Again, one college did specificaKy indicate that it gave

CEU's for occupational courses.

In the earlyages of this project it appeared that

the dEU would be an appropTIV instructional unit to use

for many of 'the unusual college courses. However, talks, with

a few registrars indicated thaethe current fundirig formula

was stimulating (driving) their administratjra=/to develop

-/ \)
)
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credit-like equivalent units, e.g., one instructional unit

was-to be defined as equal to one class hour per week for a

semester of 16 weeks of instruction, which is also the defi-
,

1

nition of academic credit. To the academic purist, such a

move might seem aAdacious or potentially debasing of academic

credit. Althoull, that perception may exist and persist, one

state, Virginia, has a community collbge syst m which has con-

verted all of its' course offerings to a common numbering sys-

tem and a uniform set of credits. Florida seems to be rapidly

retreating from its confusing practices to an even more bon-

fusing system,of occupational credit and non-credit measureS.

As they.ariety revealed in Table 2 indicates, much would have

to be done\even in the Community dolleges,to say nothing about
,

the effort required for the public school vocational centers,

to shape even" these practides into a rational system.17-

In summary, the SoutKern Regional Accrediting Association

proVides extensive information aboUt the use of the CEU as an

alternati f to no credit being assigned atipropriate courses.
7-

But, the Association guidelines are spare to non-existent about

how an institution should cope with the (ever?) expandinq occu-

''pational offerings at the postsecondary and secondary levels:

Is there to be a standardized unitnof instruction based on the

concept of credit-6r-seother unit? The*CEU does not seem

to be appropriate for precollege sqcondary-level occupational--

vocational offerings.
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V. Concepts, Definitions and Practices

The minimal guidance provided by the standards and

interpretations of the regional accrediting agencies for

resolving the problems of credit should not be too sur-

prising. Their focus is on the ability of an ingtitution

to develop and move toward achievement of realistic educa-

tional goals and objectives. Problems with credit, it

seems, represent details about important,but mundane matters.

The federal and state governments have folind it

necessary to develop concepts for reporting educatiohal

activities, including specifications 'and definitions fdi

.the most minute data elements. The efforts arise from a

critical need to bring some order out of a chaos of termi-

nology. The nationwide drives for greater accountability

by government officials in the use of tax dollars continues

and supports these efforts. The need to devise reports

with standard definitions arose wheh the offslbring of World

War.II veterans moved'en masse through the public schools and

colleges in,the 1950's and 1960's. The current large pul\Aic .

contributions to support postsecondary education have renewed'

public interest in the inputs and outputs of the institutions

and agOn reinforced the older historic need for greater

terminology clarity. Thus, it seems that the expansion of

education has outrun the ability of analyits to conceptualize

and meaningfully classify. its current activities. In this

,section the coficept of credit and its near and distant rela-
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fives will be examined; a review of the important relation-

ships of program Foncepts to kinds of credit concludes this

section.

National Definitions and State Practices.

Several studies report that the credit system began

21in the 1870's in the United States.. "Colleges needed eome

mechanism for keeping track of the comparative academic

worth of the courses students took and of student progress

toward their degrees." The spread of secondary schools

in the decade of 1870-80 resulted in adoption of a variety

of credit-like unite; the leaders of higher education then

recommended various systems of counts, points or units.

Several regional assOciations advocated adoption of the

unit concept in 1900. Harvard's president, Charles"W. Eliot,

was in 1906 chairman of the board of The Carnegie Foundation
(

for the Advancement of Teaching; he was an early advocate of

the unit concept of credit, i.e., one year of work in a sub-

ject. He won out as a result of the Foundation's offering

"college faculty a.pension if their institutiOn conformed to

certain standards, one of which was 'to require 14 units of

high school credit' for:admission, each unit signifying five

recitations a week throughout the year", in any one of four sub-

ject*s. The unit became known as the "Carnegie Unit" and is

predominant today in American secondary schools. The stan-

dardized collegecredit concept also was adopted widely in

the early 1900's in tandem with the Carnegie Unit, but on

a different basis.
43
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Levine's definition of college credit captures most

of the current meaning:

The credit is a time-baSed, quantitative measure
assigned to courses or course-equivalent learning.
It is usually defined as 50 minutes of instruction
per week for,a term. As terms vary in length
creditS are usually referred to as semester or
quarter credits. Units and credit hour are syn-
onyms for credit.21,156.

Although there have been periodic reactions against

the relating of learning to periods of time, the credit is

still the most widely used means by which learning is certi-

fied as completed from courses or other experiences. Its

use in this form is scimetimes uhdergirded with the idea that

all learning involves activity; it is not passive, for activ-

ity takes time, and,therefore, learning always involves the

passage of tirrie. The formulation of a standard credit hour

permitted quantitative comparison between programs and their

components; some qualitative information developed when grade

points were calculated or "before and after" learning was.

assessed and the net addition of knowledge found.

The confusion over the meaning of credit results in

part becausq college credit has had attributed todt certain

"high culture" valaes. The fact is, of course, that credit is

only part of the means and procedure used to measure and record

student progress toward some educational ob ective. The latter

usually involves completion of more than a single cOurse and

results in the award of a degreercertificate or diploma.

4,I
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A 1970 publication of the National Center for

Education Statistics, commonly referred to as Handbook VI,

defined a large series of terms used in the evaluation

and reporting of student progress.
31.

Terms in the first

series were labeled units of value, with this explanation:

UNIT OF VALUE Items under this heading
may be used to describe units of value
awarded for the successful completion
of certain courses, intended to indicate
the quantity of course instruction in
relation to the total requirements for a
diploma, certificate, or degree. Included
here are terminology used for units of
value and time requirements (such as class
periods and minutes per week and the number
of weeks) for these units.31,78-

Under this class of terms are "unit," "credit,"

"semester credit hour," "quarter-credit hour," and "accom-

plishment unit." The definitions for the first two terms are

listed below.

Unit - A term frequently used in referring
-to a given number of hours of classroom and
laboratory work during each week of a school
term or to the total number of hours for an
entire term. One type of unit, referred to as
a "Carnegie Unit" represents [in K-12 schools]
a year's study in a given subject (of at least
12e sixty-minute hours and their equivalent).

Credit - A term having a similar meaning as
varTITT" defined [above], sometimes used along
caj.th the term "unit" to represent,a fraction
or multiple of the "unit" value.31,78.

The semester and quarter hours Were defined as terms

indicating the number of hours (or their equivalent) of in-

struction per week for a courie during a school term of one

semester or quarter. In its exhaustive treatment of evalua-

tive terms, Handbook VI includes definitions.for the awarding

45
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CREDIT OR NON-CREDIT An indication as to
whether units of value-are or are not
awarded to pupils for the successful com-
pletion of the work of a given course.

Credit Awarded - Units of value awarded
to all or some of the pupils for the
successful completion of the work of
the course. An indication may be made,
as appropriate, for the number of units
of value, the terminology used, and the-
type weighing, if any, for units of
value of the course. In a junior college
an indication may be made to shoW whether
credit is awarded for completion of a
general education program, occupational
program, or transfer program, or a com-
bination of these. [Underlined emphaSis added.]

Credit Not Awarded - No units of value
awarded for the successful completion
of the work of the course.31/7.*

The sentence above describing the possible differenti-
.

ation among junior college programs is important because it

reflects current practice at the time Handbook VI was compiled.

A current example of this kind of differentiation may be found

in the Curriculum Guide for 1980-81 of the Virginia Community

College System.36. Under itssystem-wide course numbering

instructions for use of two and three digit numbers, are these

requirements:

*The final definition of credit which appears in the
glossary of Handbook VI, p. 259, incorporates the unique ele-
ments from all of the prededing definitions. This final
definition is repeated verbatim in a 1980 national publication
about instructional .programs.l8.
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Courses numbered 0.1-09 are Courses for
Developmental Studies. The credits earned
in these courses are not applicable toward
associate degree programs; however, upon
approval of the Dean of Instruction, some
development courses may provide credit
applicable to diploma or certificate pro-
grams. Students may re-register for these
courses in subsequent quarters as. necessary
until the course objectives are completed.

Courses numbered 10-99 are basic occupational
courses.for diploma and certificate programs.
The credits earned in these courses are appli-

----oable- toward diploma and certificate programs
but are not applicable toward an associate
degree. %

Courses numbered 100-199 are freshman courses
applicable toward associate degree, diploma
and certificate programs.

Courses numbered 200-299 are sophomore courses
applicable toward associate degree, diploma
and 'certificate programs. 36,26-2.7.

Within the Virginia system is the subjece matter area

of Civil Engineering Technology, a postsecondary ilstructional

program; it contains these surveying course prefixe umbers,,

titles, quarter scheduled.(when given), Credit and prerequi-

sites (when listed):

CIVL 11-12-13 ELEMENTS OF SURVEYING
(5 cr.) (5 cr.) (5 cr.)

CIVL 100 INTRODUCTION TO SURVEYING
(3 cr.)

CIVI 180 PRINCIPLES OF SURVEYING
(4 cr.) Prerequisite Basic Trigonometry
and Introduction to Surveying

CIVL 181-182 SURVEYING I-II (4 cr.) .(4 cr.)
Prerequisite: Algebra, Plane Geometry,
Basic Trigonometry or MATH 111 or better.

CIVL 185 LAND SURVEYING (5 cr.)
Prerequisite MATH 112 or MATH 122

CIVL 281 ADVANCED SUM/EYING I (4 cr.)
36,87-88.

4 7
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The Virginia course descriptions are listed completely in

their Guide, making it easy to sort out the nature of each

course, its program and level; the latter is always indi-

cated by the first digit of 0, 1 or 2. By listing together

all occupational-technical and vocational-Skill courses

it is even possible to see a career education path beginning

at the high school level, whether for high school students,

dropouts or adults. Incorporating all of the career edu-

cation courses along with the traditioilal college lower

division courses also enhancesiagiSility to build

inter-dependencies between academic "tool" and skill courses

and career education courses. The central catalog of courses

is aft interesting means to control proliferation of courses

in the community colleges; however, this kind of centrali-

zation is most likely to be anathema in Florida where insti-

tutional autonomy in program and course matters has existed

for more than 20 years. In any event, the evidence from

Virginia indi.cates that course numberings can be used to

differentiate programs even though the same credit unit

(an'd its measurement) is used for all kilds and levels of

programs.

Program: Terms

The differentiation of programs has probably led to,

or'been at the bottom of, a variety of "credit" problems.

First have been the early status distinctions between academic
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and professional'programs, with the former being seen as

designed to furnish the mind with truth and principles

of moral conduct, while the latter was considered to be

training for the hands to make things or make things

work better or effectively. It should be recognized that

even in the 1870's most professional schools had admission

standards considerably below those of the classical col-
existed. ,

leges, little real scientific knowledgehabout their *fields
unly wit eftisorristrierek,

andhmixed success Aky their graduates in practice.21 109-133-

It was market pressure and survival demands that led most

classical colleges to permit scientific subjects, let alone

agriculture, or the mechanical arts,to be added to the

curriculua. The bachelor of science and similar degrees

were created in large part to distinguish between "head"

and "hand" education programs. Now, of course, the old

status distinctions .have been almost removed as modern

faculties use science and technology to conduct their

scholarly activities.

To understand the century-old division between

classical académicsand professions is to know the character

of the disputes between modern academic and career education

officials. However, the distinction has grown more complex

because of the emergence of-"high" technology, which requires

postsecondary levels of instruction, and which differs from

the more traditional trade and skill training or education.

The Administrative Code of Florida--the statutory-like im-

34.
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'plementing rulesspecifically prohibits any of the nine

universities from accepting occupational courses from

transfer students seeking admission. (6C-6.04 (3) (b)

(i) and (4) (b) (i).]8* The same prohibition is repeated

in most university catalogs. It should be noiejthat

' there are decade-old rumors that several, if not all

universities, now have discovered that they can profitably

accept transfer students with AS degrees and legiti-

mately awardthem bachelor's degrees by requiring that

they complete their professional courses and remaining

general education requirements in tHeir junior and senior''

-years. Levine and others call these "upside-down" bachelor's

degree programs and suggest that they may be a growing phenom-

enon. 21,116. He reports that the University of Minnesota

General College in 1970 may have been one of the first

institutions to formalize a specific bachelor's degree of

applied studies which mixes technical training and liberal

education.21,355.

The concept of program has had a rocky road to

survive as a result of ihe program planning and budgeting

movement of the 1960's. As indicated above, program is .

becoming even more important to define as attempts are made

to differehtiate postsecondary from secondary or pre-college

occupational-vocationalcareer education offerings. The

first thing which had to be done for the sake of clarity

was to strictly define,the term program as crganized irstruc-

5 0
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tional activities, i.e., only instructional programs would

be of interest.

A 1978 Publication of the National Center of Edu-

cation Statistics (NCES) defines instructional program in

its glossary as:

A plan of ostor more courses or combination
of courses procedure designed to accom-
plish a predetermined obèçtiveor set of
allied objectives, such as preparation for
advanced study, qualificat on for an occupa-
tion or range of occupations, or sol-0.1, to
'increase knowledge or understanding.1175

Another NCES publication, in draft form in 1980, presents the

scope of all educational programs as:

O programs leading to the award of a high school
diploma, college degree, or certificate of some
form (programs resulting in an award are gen-
erally designed to provide one with a well-
rounded education or to piepare one for further
study or f9r entry into one or more occupations)

O programs leading to educational attainment
generally commensurate with a particular age
or grade level - for example, a fifth-grade
instructional program (grade-level programs
generally prepare an individual for the next
level of education)

O programs intended to keep employdd individuals
current in their fieldei (so-called continuing
professional education or occupational updating
programs)

o programs intended to eguip individuals for
leisure-time pursuits.18,-

Although this is another quartet, the definitions provide less

clarity tiler) is`desirable about the instructional program as a

concept. Here is an interpreted version from the preceding for

51
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contemporary postsecondary instructional programs in the

aggregate:.

1. programs leading to a completion award and
which enable the recipient to continue formal
education or enter an occupation (or two or
more) or both, serially;

2. programs designed for a specific age, grade or
competency level which are generally considered.
part of an educational progression and not by
themselves sufficient for entry to any partic-
ular career; e.g., the fifth grade;

3. programs of continuing education to update,
train or retrain a person to retain competence
and practice effectively an occupation or pro-
fession; and

4. programs for 1?Isure time pursuits.

The effort to clarify these definitions is important because

the 1980 NCES.terms. were derived from earlier confused dis-

tinctions about credit; something like them is used today.

They are often used to-determine which learning experiences

within any particular program are credit-worthy. The defini-

tions are used to determine the surrogate learning measures

in the academic unit accounting procedures; they are also

used as indicators of eligibility for public funds.*

*Incidentally, the NCES definitions also distinguish
'programs from classes of subject matter which is the content
of the cdbrses in a program; subject matter is the basis for
classifying courses in the Florida Department of Education's
Statewide Course Numbering-System.
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The first two categories in the original and revise& versions

above include academic and technical credit courses and some

occupational credit courses. The third_Used CEU's while the

the fourth seems to be truly non-credit.

The authors of the new (1986) NCES-sponsored inventory of

instructional programs suggest that (their) classification of

programs requires information about two dimensions: program

purpose and program category. The latter constitutes the

highest level of aggregation in the making of substantive

distinctions between instructional programs. The former is

defined by NCES as:

PROGRAM PURPOSE

1. Award Programs
a. Elementary Schoo,I Diploma Program
b. Junior High 9cjol Diploma Program
c. High School D ploma Program
d. Postseconda Cert=ge or Diploma

Program (le th year)
e. Postsecondary ertificate or Diploma,

Program (one year or more)
f. .Associate Pegre Program
g. Baccalaureate Degree PrOgram
h.' Master's Degree Program
i. Intermediate Gradu,te Degree Program
j. First Professional Degree Program
k. Doctoral Degree Program
1. Post-Doctoral Award Program

IMENSION

2. Non-Award Programs
a. Introductory...
b. IntermOiate...,
c. Advanced...18,8.

The obvious fact needs to-be repeated here that courses,

credits, grade quality points, and so on, are all used to

determine completion and an appropriate award. Most
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important here are the aWard programa l.'d, e, and f.

Various kinds ofcertificated , iplomas'r degrees are not

mentioned; thus no.distinctions are made etween AA,.AS)P

or AAS degrees or technical certifica es, certificates'

of applied science, certificates of tra4fg, certificates

of achievement, certificates of a tendance or whatever.

Similarly, Mre is no distinct on between postsecondary

technical programs and vocatio al skill trade programs.

It is clear that substiantive pr characteristics are

not used to differentiae programs by scope or purpose.4 ,

It is unclear whether the logic of the classification
S

dimension is being rigidly adhered toy whether "it is

not politic" to identify level or complexity along wi

OFpurpose. Thus, a set of sub-categories for items 1,1 ,

e, and I could be added to indicate that these awards are

used for very different levels of programs.

The program category dimension includes a list of

50 subqantive program categories grouped into 31 program ,

dimensions. These dimensions ant categories could have been

further classified (not exclusively) into five groups:

academic, professional, technical, vocational, and miscel-

laneous. The inability of most analysts to further aggregate

the progr.am dimensions /to exclusive groups indicata-the
.

nature of the definitional problem in Florida. Because this

new publication is to replace both Handbook VI and a 1970 /
r;---,
k-.

_

a
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NCES taxonomy of higher education-instructional.programi,

the new guide would seem to be of less value than the'1970

taxonomy, which.deserves examination.
4

The National Center for Educational Sta'tistios in

1970 published A Taxonomy of Instructional Programs in Higher.

Education as a guide for all colleges and universities to

formally and uniformly4teport their enrollments, and other

data.15 The taxonomY was divided into two sections, "Con-

ventional Academic Subdivisions of Xnowledge-and Training"

and "Technological and Occupational Curriculums Leading to

Associate Degrees id Other Awards Below the Baccalaureate."

The second section indicated for each of the six curriculum

areas that "two years of Preparation beyond high school are

usually sufficient for entrance into these occupational.

fields." Appendix 3 contained-a translation table by which

to convert vocational and occupational programs from old

survey categories to the (then) new ones. For each category,

the,term "technologies" waS added as the last word to each

new program title. There thus was an attempt to specify the

full range of postsecondary technical programs. To this day,

it'appears that the other branches of the federal education

establishment haveAlotbeen able to make such clear distinc-

tions; now the 1970 ones are about to be replaced.

In fact, the definitional problem, as indidated above

for the 1980 NCES draft publication seems about to become

even murkier. This'can be illustrated with at least one

5.0
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very'clear definition listed by Levine in a GlOssarY to his'

1978 study of the undergraduate curriculum; the last items

listed came from United,States Statutes and are not very .

helpful either:

'Professional/technical education is college-
level training in work subjects. In the
catalog study referred to in this volume,
professional-teclanical education is a com-

. posite of five fields---business, educa-
tion, engineering, health science, and
technical arts. 12 ,531 -532.

OcciTational education is "education, train-
ing, or retraining for persons 16 years
of age or older who have graduated from
or left elementary or secondary school,
conducted by an institution authorized
to provide post-secondary education. . .

which is designed to prepare individuals for
gainful employment as semi-skilled or
skilled workers or technicians or sub-pro-
fessionals in recognized occupations, or to
prepare individuals for enrollments.in
advanced technical education programs, but
excluding any programs. .considered pro-
fessional or which require a baccalaureate
or advanced degree" (Educational Amendments
of 1972. 21,528.

Vocational education is defined as the "organized
educational programs w4ich are directly re-

.. lated to the preparation of individuals for
paid or unpaid etployment, or for additional
preparation for a career requiring other than
a baccalaureate or advanced degree" (Educa-
tion Amendments of 1976)21,537.

These definitions are very "output" or goal oriented, indi-

cs.ting the highly utilitarian orientation of these education

progiams. A literal translation of the terms and concepts

in the occupational definition indicates that there are

5
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First are to be programs for school leavers
or graduates, young people and adults; the
programs are also to prepare persons for
gainful employment; they are to be qualified
to work in semi-skilled, skilled, technical
or less than professional programs(

Second, these same persons, instead of being
,prepared exclusively for the world of'work
may instead - "or" - be trained to become
eligible for enrollment in advanced technical
education programs, but they must not be pro-
fessional or baccalaureate programs.

\Allese two interpretations might underlie the 1980 NCES pro-

gram purpose certificate or diploma awards, 1 d. and e.,

"postsecondary - less than one year" and "postsecondary -
,

one year or more." It could be. But, the point to note

is that there are two kinds of technical programs identified,

a point of sizeable 'importance when attempting to assess

the kinds of credit assigned to Florida's postsecondary

occupational courses. Foi example, here is a potential

situation which is plausible in Florida: a one semester

course in refrigeration and heating might qualify a person

for certain kinds of employment in a skilled or semi-skilled

job, probably the latter. A certificate of tri4ining might

be awarded, but the credit recorded would be clock or contact

hours. A second semester could also be offered, and a certi-

ficate of applied science and more clock hours awarded. In

this sense, the worker's job might hale become technical,

because the employee was being exposed to high voltage

equipment and hazardous chemicals, requiring some knowledge

5 7
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abht how and when theim things become unstable. Later on,

should the person want to learn more and begin an understand-

ing about avariety of cooling and heating systems, and the

chemistry involved, as well as the mechanics, he/she could

enroll in an assOciate in science program, probably for an

AAS. At this point, the first year's work would be examined

and, not by coincidence, found to be the equivalent Of the

first year of an AS or AAS. Now, full college credit

could be.given to this person, i.e., the contact or clock

hours would be converted to technical credit, which looked

_like academic credit. Or, the person could have been attending

a two-year college where all certificate courses already

were assigned occupational-technical credit, were in effect,

already part of an AS or AAS program. Thus an occupational

course serving as part of an advanced skill certificate

program could also be a beginning course in a two-year tech-

nical college-level essociate degree program hnd the course

would have the same course number and credits. Note that the

first course mentioned most likely would be a pre-college

occupational program for a secondary school dropout who had

no high school (or GED) diploma. For a high school a col-

lege graduate, the course could be a postsecondary level

introductory technical course. How, then, should the insti-

tution identify (prefix and number) the course? Determine its

level? Assign credit hours?

56
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The ACE Guidelines reviewed in section II could be-

helpful. The experience in Florida with these and other

issues will be examined next.
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VI. The Florida Experience

The focus of this section will be on the credit

prob?ems identified in Florida's community colleges as they

relate to the Statewide Course Numbering System. Any

attempt at describin4 what exists ai the institutional

level involves greater detail about local policy and

procedures; some of the FloriAa experiences apparently

are unique,although many are quite predictable.

Completion Awards and Programs

The 28 Florida community colleges are authorized

to award associate degrees, certificates and diplomas. 8;10;20

The kinds of degrees are left to the discretion of a college's

board of trustees. The most common degrees are the AA, the

official transfer degree to the public universities, and the

AS, principally for collegeievel technical programs. A few

colleges also use the AAS, while one college seems to use the

AAS in place of the AS. The semester credit awarded to all

courses in the AS and AAS degree programs appears identical'to

traditional academic college credit: one credit equals one

course meeting of 50minutes a week for 15 pr 16 semesterweeks.

A few colleges have associate in general studies degrees (AGS),

which are unique among Florida colleges. Degrees and other

program data from the 1979-1981 college catalogs are summarized

in Table 2.

The distinguishing characteristic between the various

associate degrees is not just the program level or the subject
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-

SURROGATE LEARNIUG UNITS FOR PROGRAMS
IN ELORIDA'S COMMUNITY COLLEGtS

Units of Instruction

Title Definition

Semester Credit: 1 cr al 1 class

period per
week

Semester Hour: 1 sh 1 class
hour each week

(Equivalent always?)

same

same

same

same

Program
Kinds of Primary

Education Programs

Traditional
Academic
College

Arts, letters
Science and
Pre-profes-
sional

2 Year
Degrees

AA

Completion Awards

-Zertificate
1 Year 1 SeutestrzErreZi7sTliptm

Wours General
Education
Requirements

. 36

Transferabilitx___

yes

Technical
Postsecondary
College

Eclectic
Lower Division
College

Technical:
Advanced Occu-
pational-Voca-
tievai
Solf-selecteci
courses and
sequences

AS
AAS

AGS

ASGS

Technical. Training
Appd Sci.
Profici- Part of AS
MY-

Achieve-

ment
12-23
12-26

Any to 16

Some
general

and pre -pro -

feulaul_____
Not usually
intended

Technical Credit: 1 TC a 1 cr

(Only for occupational courses.)

Institutional Unit: 1 IU a 1 cr

(Technical courses may have both
IU and cr amounts with two dif-
ferent course numbers with one
not a CCN.)

Some Tech-
nical, mostly
skilled

Occupational
and vocational

Technical or Occupational
skilled with andvocational;
the latter . for 16 + age.
employer
oriented

Note: 10001vs

ffcccupational

program maybe
converted to
credit toward
an AS.

Certifi-
cate of
Profici-
ency

1

2 yr F-T;

Certi- Applied
ficate Science
also

P-T;

Training

Institutional
Credit: 1 iç.i a 16 lect-

hours or 32
lab contacts; or
1 IC a 1 cr.
For certainexams
also.

tTechnical courses for non-col-
lege credit for adults use CCN
but with an x or y as the level
digit.)

Some Technical, Adult occupa-
mostly skilled. tional and

vocational

Vocational Certificate

(Student may be able to subse-
quently have IC courses evalu-
ated, another fee paid and
technical postsecondary col-
lege credit awarded.)

Certificate Hour : about 1 CH
per contact
hr of lecture
and 1 CH per
2 lab hours

(Some courses with CH have CCN's;
others have 3 digit vocational
numbers.)

Career Educa- Adult
tion: skilled, vocational
competency trade
based

Certificate X
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TABLE 2--Continues

1

Units of instruction Program

Wadi Year
Degrees

Completion Awards .

Certificates
Diploma

Hours General
Education
Requirements Transferability

.

.

Title Definition
of Primary

Education Programs ear 1 Semester 1 Course

Certificate
Credit: . About 1 CH per

contact

(Only for courses with a level-
Ist-di.it of O.

Career Educa- Adult
tion: skilled vocational
competency trade
based

..

(Some subjects may be technical.

-

Vocational Certificate

. 4-

May be
credit
for High
School

-

Continuing Usually 1 CELl
Education 10 contact hrs
Unit -CEU's.

(One CC has pseudo CCN's but no
contact hours or CEU's listed.)

(Another CC listed class hours,
and CEftcourse numbers were
XXX prefixes and four digit
numbers.)

(Several colleges offer CEU's
for various kinds of continuing
education courses, but the
courses are not listed in their
catalogs; they may or may not
include technical and occupa-
tional courses.)

'

(Not awarded for courses for
which other kinds of credit are
awarded.)

Occupational, Adult contin-
skilled; uing education
developmental, Same courses
citizenship, offered only
&vocational, on demand.

- .

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

.

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

6.

-

-

-

Ron-College Hours depend
Credit: on length Of
Contact or program or
Clock hours course.

(At one college no credit for
degree (AA, AS] programs was .
llowed for development (9000
level), physical education or
vocational certificate course.)

(Some courses given no credit
it CC even though miny others
may offer credit.)

Occupational, Continuing Edu-
skilled; some cation and
technical Vocational
possible

,

4

Hours may
be conver-
ted to

clIglit_ in

Applied
Science

-

-

Training

-

-

Achievement

Attendance

(ABE)
-

-

High

School

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

AS-iiiigram.

-

.

-
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.)TABLE 2--Conti ups

Units of Instruction Program Completion Awards 4 Hours General
Education
Requirements Transferability

Title Definition
Kinds of Primary
Education Programs

2 Year
Degrees

Certificate

Diploma1 Year 1 Semester 1 Course

Non-credit:
may be free or
have a low fee;
or, may have
contact or
clock hour
charge.

Any kind of S. Leisure,
course, but recreational
not supported
by State. '

-

r/

- -

-

- - -

0

Audit: credit
course taken
for no credit.

Note that in some CC's audits
may be converted to credit after
following a rigorous procedure.)

- -

.

- - -

,

- -

*CCN Common dr classified course number.

Source: Current catalogs of Florida's 28 public coMmunity college& (August 480)
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maOtbr of courses, but the credit hour requirements for

general education-courSes. The law requires at least

36 semester hours of gtneral education courses forthe

AA degree. Between 12 and 33 hours may be required for

the AS, and 12 to 26 for the AAS. The AGS has almost

no such credit requirements. Levine reports that

general education accounts'for about 61-70 percent

a course of study leading'to the AA; 41-50 percent for
,

AS; and, 21-3(1 percent for the AAS. 21,164. Nitionally,

as in Florida, the ,most oftediaWarded professional amd

technical two-year program ilegrees are'the,AS or AAS,

although more than 200 kinds of associate degrees are

awarded in the United States.

Florida offers a variety of certificates for

completion of both postsecondary technical and pre-

college occupational programs. Like,the ailthority for

associate degrees, that for certificate's identifies no

particular kinds, although some common use patterns can

t4 identified among the 28 colleges; see Table 2. Here

is a description of certificates which fits Florida very

well:

Certificate programs are, for the most,part,
highly specialized career courses whicil are
usually, 'though not universally, shorter.than
degree programs. They are occasiOnally geared
for admission to licensure or career entrance
tests, and they are far more common at two-year
colleges. 2 .Thirty-one percent of two-year arts
and sciences programs and 83 percent of two-year
professional/technical programs award certifi-
cates.21,165.

(
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Table 3

SELECTED DEFINITIONS USED IN THE
DIVISION 0?:COMMUNITY COLLEGES'S PROGRAM INVEOTORY

.
TYPE - OcCupational Program Type. There ire two levels of

Occupational Programs offered in community colleges,
namely: .

1.41..---ost-Secondary Technical (Tech) - This,includes
programs of study and,their related courses
designed to prepare persons for employment at
the technical level which is between that of
the skilled and the professional. These are
usually two-year programs of study made up of
college-level credit courses which are, for the
most part, transferable. °

B. Post-Secondary Skilled/Semi-SkilledAVoc) - This
includes programs of study and their related
courses designed to prepare students for employ-

.. ment at,a semi-skilled-or skilled level which is
between-that of the unskilled and the technician.
These are usually clock hour or institutional
credit programs and coursed.

LGTH - The number of semester credit hours (SSH) or clock
hours.(CLIC) required to complete the program.

DEG - The type'of award given upon completion of a program
as defined below:

AA - Asgliate of Arts. An award certifying the
completfon of a two-year lower division under-
graduate program of studies which is applicable
to a bachelor's or advanced degree.

AS - Associate of Science degree. An award certifying
the cOmpletion of a two-year technical program of
study. In some cases students completing these
programs transfer to a university to complete a
higher level degree in the field. Therefore, the
AS degree is not necessarily a terminatkdegree.

AfS - Associate of Applied Science. An award certi-
fying the completion of a two-year vocational
program of study.

TCT - Technical Certificate. An award cdrAifying the
completion of technical programs of study con-

, lasting principally of the prescribed special-
ized courses in the program arpa. T,ha,e are.

60
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Table 3--Continued

programswhich usually consist of one academic
year of full-time study.

CTAS - Certificate of Applied Sciencei. An award
certifying the completion of a vocational
program of study which is usually of a dura-
tion longer than one term (seinester), but less
than two years of full-time study.

CTTR - Certification of Training. An award certifying
the completion of a vocational program of study
which is one term (semester) or less of full-
time study. 0

ft

Source: Report of Annual ,Program Inventory By College and
System-wide 19787:79, Division of Community Colleges
11979J, p.

The diPloma may,be awarded by some community colleges

to students completing high school, whether by passage of the

GED or through completion of high school courses at a college

'after an accumulation of Carnegie Units. The diplomadMay be

used like the certificate for completion of some vocational

/programs lasting a year or less.

The Division of Community Colleges (DCC), Florida

DepartMent of Education, maintains a program inventory tor

all community colleges; it is part of the central information

system'supportirig cost arialysis of programs which in turn

supports,the community college system legislative budget

requests.23. Documentation of terms used includes three data

elements which are of particular interest; the first is that

for completion awards, abbreviation DEG--see Table 3 PreCeCt-

ing. The associate degree definitions are quite typical with
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the major exception of the emphasis that the AS is not neces-

sarily a terminal degree: that is, it states that a student

with an AS may transfer to a university. Almost every com-

munity college catalog has a warning to students that AS

degree postsecondary technical programs are not transfer *

degree programs and that the student may not receive credit

for technical cOurses'taken. Some catalogs are more opti-

mistic than others and say something like "many technical

courses may transfer." The first data element in Table 3,

TYPE, for occupational progiam type, is also optimistic

about postsecondary'technicat programs: "These are-usually

two-year .progiams of study made up of college-level credit

courses which are, for the,most part, transferable." This

would, of course, be true for all general education academic

courses and the college parallel elective courses usually.

However, it should be noted (a7ain) that the official ,rules

of Florida for the State University System say,that transfer

students with occupational courses are not to receive credit

for them when trr enter the.universities.

It should be eVident from an examinAion oflable 3

that the specification of separate dita elements.. for TYPE

DEG is a recognition of the local practice of using

the same kind of completion award for either type of occupa-

tional program. Unlike higher education which includes

level in the concept of its completion awards--associate

U
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(2-year), bachelor (4-Year), master (5-year), doctorate

(6+ years)--that distinction does not exist necessarily for

,the awards given at communitlflcolleges. This fact is observ-

able in Table 2 where the verkl,,same name (i.e., certificate)

has the same discipline terms (e.g., "in applied science")

and is awarded for both types of occupational courses. However,

beware; the "courses" identified from a different data source

summarized in Table 5 which have clock hours and which might

appear as introductory "courses" may not require a high school'

diploma or equivalent; another stereotypical example is the

beginning automotive body and fender courses. Perhaps they

were classified as postsecondary courses or programs because

of the kind of institution offering them, e.g., a community

college. By the second TYPE definition--postsecondary skilled,

semi-skilled--in Table 3, all occupational courses even if pre-

college, appear to be classified as postsecondary; the last sen-

tence of the definition seems to indicate the pre-college

nature of the course by the units assigned to them: "There are

usually clock hOurs or institutional credit programs and

courses;"(underline added),

The application of these definitions by the Division

Ilf Community Colleges to all occupational programs at the 28

community colleges can be found in the 95 pages of single-
,

spaced lines Of program inventory data.3a. By checking each

line for a Program which seems to be at variance with the

formal definitions, these combinations were found: Many voca-

tional skilled/semi-skilled programs are listed in this inven-
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tory with student semester hours: 54 AS; 26 ARS; 94 tech-

nical certificate; 42 certificate in applied science;.and

26 certificate of training programs. There also were 15

AAS technical programs with student semester hours, and

3 technical certificate programs with clock hours. lhe

Division of Community College definitions apparently

represent modal frequencies of praCtices in the desig-

nation of program awards and credits. It also seems

apparent that the DCC has, in the reporting of this data,

forced differently named associate degree programs and the

one year certificates of proficiency programs into the

categories of Table 3. They, of course, do not have

authority_ to require the 28 c011eges to use these classes.

Another, more condensed list of occupational programs for

the community colleges appears in Appendix B.

The variety of formal authority given the individual

colleges for occupational and vocational programs is sum-

marized in Table 4. Comments about kinde of credit in it

are either presented as found in the statutes or rules, or

inserted from information gleaned from the 1979-81 catalog

study. There should be no question about the extensive

authority of local institutions to offer occupational pro-

grams after reading Table 4. However, item 7 is most

noteworthy, for it designates occupational programs in ways

which equate or re rict funding from the State. The

absence of the term " ostsecondary" is puzzling; the separate

categories for technical and skilled/semi-skilled make it

72
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Table 4

Postsecondary Vocational And Occupational
Education Programs and Courses With And
Without College-Level Academic Credit

1. School boards can provide college credit courses under
agreement,(contract) with a community college not having
a Postsecondary Area Vocational Technical Center (PAVTC)
in the district. 6A-14.311(7).

2. Comprehensive voc ed programs which can be offered by
both schools and community colleges do not include
occupational ed programs or courses which are pre-
professional in nature and a planned part of the curri-
culum for a bachelor's degree. 6A-14.34 and .343(2).

3. Instructional components of postsecondary voc ed programs
at schools or colleges for students with or without,a high
school diploma, differentiated by age,,include:
a. Under 19 (for the unemployed or under-employed) [usually

non-college credit]
1. registered preapprenticeship training
2. other normal voc ed programs

b. 19 and older (for gainful employment):
1. certificate [frequently college credit];
2. associate degree [credit].

6A-14.345(4)6(5).

4. Community college district boards can authorize college
credit voc ed courses for an associate degree, courses'
for certificate programs and short courses, institutes,
etc. 6A-14.341(5).

5. A community college with a PAVTC can offer to all persons
19 or older both college credit courses and an associate
degree and certificate and non-college credit voc ed pro-.

grams 10courses. 6A-14.341(4).

6. Adult voc ed programs offer courses which cover the full
scope and types of courses, most of whiCh would be non-
college 'credit. 6A-14.343, 344,' 345.

7. Classification of occupational programs at the community
colleges by the 1979 Florida Legislature:

The following definitions shall apply to occupational
programs in community colleges:
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Table 4--Continued

1. Technical programs of study and related
courses designed to prepare persons for
employment at the technical level between
that of the skilled and the professional.

2. Skilled/semi-skilled programs of study,
apprenticeships and felated courses.de-
signed to prepare students for employ-
ment at a semi-skilled or skilled level
between that of the unskilled and the
technician.

3. Supplemental courses ograni ed for the
purpose of upgrading student who are
currently, or who have been pre iously
employed in an occupational 4eld, or
as a homsmaker, but should not include
courses which are organized as a unit
of a preparatory program of study.

Enrollments-in supplemental programs shall be assigned
on the following priorities:

16 In-service programs for public service
occupations.

2. Programs for currently employed or pre-
viously employed students in the field of
study in which they are enrolled and need
to upgrade their employment skill.

3. Programs offered at the request of an
employer to develop a pool of qualified
workers for new or expanded employment
opportunities.

4. Programs for the occupation of homemaking
including consumer education, parenthood
and family living education, child develop-
ment and guidanbe, food and nutrition,
housing and home management (including
resource management), and clothing and
textiles. (Chapter 79-212, the 1979-81
Annual Budgets, in proviso language follow-
ing iteln 345.)

ft Source: Florida Statutes and Florida Administrative Code,
through 1979 and part of 1980.
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possible to define technical programs as the only ones

which are postsecondary, which is the interpretation a

number of state and institutional officials would like

to make but have not had legislative support to forma-

lize. "Clouded" might be a description of the defini-

tional situation at the state level, with the terms

"energetic" and "individualistic" appropriate for de-

scribing the immensely diverse but similar educational

efforts at the local level. However, the state plan for

vocational education and its definitions may make the

"credit" situation opaque.

Units of Credit

In Section II above, it is reported that three

kinds of instructional credit units were obvious: tradi-

tional credit, of a growing variety from the use of

examinations and evaluations of experience, as well as

from courses; continuing education units; and non-credit

courses or hours. Only traditional credits are normally

used to earn an associate degree. Table 2 above indicates

a variety of other forms of credit exist at particular

colleges, most of which are attached to one year certifi-

cate awards or the term "institution." The separate'

technical credit and institutional unit entries both are

defined in a manner exactly like the semester hour, which is

the equivalent of a semester credit. However, the institu-

tional credit and certificate credit (and certificate hour)
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entries are uniquein their formulations--they seem to be

hybrids between clock hours and semester hours. If, as

several institutional and state officials report, there

is growing pressure to convert all occupational courses to

semester hours, it is not evident in the state vocational

plan. Several persons suggesting the growing importance

of converting clock hours to semester hours attribute the

need to current state funding provisions; that connection

was not obvious nor confirmed. Although DCC staff have

suggested often that their program and course classification

system is only for accountability purposes and represents

what is, they also constantly advise that academic or educa-

tional decisions should not be based on their classifications.

In the opinion of institutional officials these distinctions.

do not exist. It is clear (again) that DCC staff must convett

these several different systems of credit units offered by the

institutions to fit their limited-credit categories, as stated
0

in Table 3. It is true that they recognize institutional

credit, according to the second (b) postsecondary definition,

which term appears in other documents as well. However, it

is not separately identified in the program inventory from

other kinds of semester-hour credits. The DCC computer pro-
-

grams may have in them a set of Conversion ratios to change

different units to credits in order to standardize whatever

data the institutions send them; or, other procedures may be

used for analytic purposes: This description of problematic
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data areas is not, nor is it intended to be, a subtle or

specific castigation of the DCC's efforts, for their achieve-

ments in building a viable information system by persuasion

has been a monumental achievement; their MIS is probably un-

excelled elsewhere in the U.S. Having said that, though,

does not remove the identified data differences, which are

further demonstrated below.

For example, Table 5 presents some sp&c programs

and their principal characteristics. Some of the data were

coded by DCC staff, while much was done by institutional

staff. The reliability of their information seems high be-

cause the data were compiled from job placement and followup

reports for the Legislature (which dataare not reported here.)

To understand the similarities and differences in program

characteristics apparent in Table 5 only requires reference

to the definitions in Table 3. Table 5 reveals the following

program characteristics:

1. Institutional programs with the same pro-
gram code may have sub-programs of different: ,

a. types - technical or skill
b; lengths - in hourf
c. units - semester or clock hours
d. awards - AA, AS, TCERT, AAS, CAS, CT

(see the codes in Table 3)

2. Some programs with the same names have dif-
ferent.codes; the difference in the programs
is not obvious, except by characterics 1 a-d.
(The eighth number of the program code is to
differentiate degree and certificate programs
at the same institution.)

'7
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TABLE 5

POSTSECONDARY OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAM INFORMATION
FROM THE PLACEMENT AND FOLLOW UP REPORTS SUBMITTED BY

COøIUNITY COLLEGES TO THE DIVISION OF COMMUNITY COLLEGES*

Program
Code

Community
College Program Name

Post
Sec-
Type

Program Length

Sem. Hr. Clock AA AS

Award Type

TECH CERT AAS CAS CT

12105000
.

PCC
scC

Horticulture Technology
"

Tech
Skill

62

2500
x .

x

12211000 FJCJ Hospitality Management Tech 60 x .

12301000

12301010

12301011

SFCC

PBJC
SFCC

SFCC

Dental Asst-Management

Dental Assisting
"

Dental Assisting

Tech

Tech
Tech

Tech

87

35
87

58

x

x
x

x

12303020
"

.
"

"

"

12303021

12303022

1132C

FJCJ

MDCC
SCC
SUL

SFCC

SFCC

Practical Nursing
"

"

"

"

"

Nursing (L.P.N.)

Nursing (L.P.N.)

Tech
Skill

Tech
Tech
Skill
Tech

Tech

Tech*

48

63

51

(*S, 1979)

1332
1326

1356
1368

1320

x

x

x
x
x

x
x

12401021

12401022

12401023

12402010

12402011

12402012
.

,

OWJC

OWJC

OWJC

SOFL

SCC

DBCC
SCC

Child Development

Child Care

Child.Care

Child Care & Guidance

Child Development

Child Development
Child Day Care

Tech

Tech

Skill

Tech

Tech

Tech
Skill

64

33

64

64

62

540

1300

x

,

x

x

x

x

,

12502002

12502003

12502010

12502040

OWJC

OWJC

PBJC

PBJC

Data Processing

Data Processing

Computer Operator

Computer Technology

Tech

Tech

Tech

Tech

36

64

31

63

x

x

x

73
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TABLE 5--Continued

Program
Code

Community
College

I,

Program Hamm

post

Sec-
Type

Program Length

Sem. Hr. Clock AA AS

Award iype

TECH CERT AAS CAS CT

12507000

12507010

*
.

"

12507011

12507020

12507021

12507022

12507023

SFCC

BRE-C
BRE-M
BRE-T
ECC
VCC

VCC

ECC
PBJC

SCC

SCC

SCC

Secretarial

Secretarial
6.

: ,
Executive Secretary

Clerical Certificate

Secretarial Science
.

Tecretarial Science

Secretarial Science.
Secretarial Science

Tech

Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech

Tech

Tech
Tech

Tech

Tech

Skill

60

68
68

68
61

60

36

32

62

68

4

1280

X,

x
x
x
x
x

x

x

x

x

.

.

x

x

12507030,

.

.

BRE-M
ECC
PBJC
SCC

Stenography
Clerk-Stenography
Stenography
Applied Shorthand

Tech
Tech
Tech
Skill

38
32
30

54

x
x

.

x

12507040

12507050

SFCC
VCC

VCC

Medical Secretary
.

Legal Secretary Sci.

Tech
Tech

Tech

60
62

60

x
x

x

12507060 (MCC Machine Shorthand Skill 1512

12601000
"

"
.

12601040

CFCC
PBJC
SFCC

SOFL

PBJC

Air Cond, Heat & Refg
11

.

"
N

Air Cond, Heat A Refg

Tech
Tech
Tech
Tech

Tech

62
60

29

4.- 1092

1260

'

x
x

x

x

x

12615030
"

CFCC
LCCC

.SOFL

.

Radio i Television Ser
Radio Repair
Radio, TV Electronics

Tech
Skill
Tech

1092
1500
.4260

x

,

x

x

12626020
*

N

CJC

LCCC
SOFL

Cosme!ology

.
Tech
Tech
Tech

1200
1265

1260
x

X

X

SFCC
VCC

PUG
VCC

Law Enforcement
"

Law Enforcement
.

,

IA

Tech
Toth

Tech
Tech

61
60

62
24

1

..

x
x

x

,

12702000
.

12702001
.

rooli : n "availability sample" of reports from September 1979 ihrough May 1980;

_J
I.



3. The same program code may have its post-
secondary type changed from one year to
the next without any other change* in
the characteristics of the program.
(This was learned by comparing the dated
follow-up reports for the same program
code and same institution.)

4. Some technical programs, especially in
practical nursing,are listed with units
of clock hours. A few skilled programs

. have student credit hours. .

The Division of Community Colleges is in the process

(July 1980) of publishing their revised Pregram Fund Manual;

it contains a section, "The Community College Information

Classification Structure (CCICS) "which is declared to be

one of the most important parts of the DCC management i'nfor-
,

mation system."3a,2;1. The rules and procedUres of classifi-

cation are very clear and appear to be extremely sophisti-

cated; it would appear that if all community colaeges would

implement the CCICS most ol the confusion and problems

identified in this paper could be solved in a very rational

manner.

The first major function to be classified in CCICS

is Instruction. It is subdivided into Advanced and Profes-

sional (A&P), Occupational, Developmental, Community

Instructional Services, and Other Personal'Objectives. The

A&P category includes all programs and courses leading to

a bachelor's or professional degree. "It does not include

non-credit courses, specifically designed compensatory

(remedial) c rses, or vocational n. echnical

courses..."3a 2.

4116
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a.
The occupational classification is to include all

courses credit and non-credit:
4-I

"Many of the courses classified as occupa-
tional instruction are transferable to a
State university to apply toward a bacfielor's
degree; however, they are placed in this
(classifidation) since they are required
for an occupational degree or certificate
because of their specialized content (under-
lining in original.)"Ja,2.12.

The word "required" is important here because eadh college

course which is classified as occupationaridll be coded

with an. "0" in the Statewide Course Numbering System; the

classification decision is made by DCC staff. However,

there may be special programs in the universities which

have similar subject matter and aredpart of a bona fide
.-;

bachelor's degree program-. An example of this problem

is with child development courses - see their programs
...,,

flisted in Table 5. All of this subject area has been

classified as occ pational by DCC staff; confirming the DCC

decisions, it seems, are the many institutional programs

awarding clock hour units. 'However,.the program area has

been a specialized part of academic Home Economics in the

universities for many years. The faculty task forces

. making judgements about the domparability of the courses

4n this area have equated many Of the community college

so-called occupational coursers with the pre-professional

degree offerings of the universities. The DCC staff

reiterate that this occupational classification is for

81
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financial analysis purposes, not educational program

'analysis. Of course, the frulty task force could have

made classification errors in this and similar cases; it

may need to establish a separate course number for either

the college occupational courses or the pre-professional

university courses. The fact is, though, that any parti-

cular course,regardless of its credit or unit status, may

be a primary (or secondary) part of several instructional

programs; also its pkogram status may change over time

(see 12303022 in Table 5) among various kinds of insti-

tutions. Perhaps die real problem is the need of the OCC

to have all classified courses designated by one usage

category.even though the classified courses may, and in

6
the example do, include university offerings as well.

Note especially that the "0" designation does not dis-

tinguish between technical (advanced or beginning), skilled,'

semi-skilled, or unskilled, thereby bringing all such

courses'so designated under the Board Of Regents restriction

against transferring occupational courses.

The coding instructions for occupational courses

also codtains a separate code for those courses and programs

which address most of the issues identified in this paper.

However, the language in the definitions is very subtle in

its distinctions; the first two categories are titled "1.

Postsecondary Technical..." and the second "2. Postsecondary

Skilled/Semi-Skilled..." Included in both are the usual

sol

(1.:$

AIM
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statements about the program goal being preparation for

',employment, buLthe last sentence in each is significantly

different. For number 1: "These are usually two-year

programs-of study made up of college level credit courses
mr-

which are, for the most part, transferable" (underlining

in orginial.) Number 2 states: "These are usually clock

hour or institutional credit programs and courses similar

to those offered in area vocational schools."Ze level

distinction made is also explained by referring to the

occupational gradations; thus, a technician is between a

professional and a skilled wrker. A skilled/semi-skilled'

.-worker is between a technician and an unskilled worker. 3a,2122.13

Two other categories for coding are provided. Number

'3 is titled "Supplementary" and comes from current Florida

Statutes. Occupational courses in this categoz are for

persons who are currently empi - or w Jaye been employed

in an occupational field or s a homemaker. T s category

includes updating or retrai ing so a person can re ain current

or reenter the world of work.

The number 4 occupat onal course.category relates to

bona fide apprenticeship prog ms. These are probably the most

readily identifiable in the college cata1o4s because the'pro-
.

grams are explained althbugh few courses are listed for them.

To complete the coding structure for instructional

programs, the DCC provides for Developmental inptruction and

Community Instructional Serviceá. The,first concerns compen-
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satory instruction and adult elementary and secondary.

instrug,tion. No tecommendation about credit are included

for compensatory courses, the purpose of which is to pre-
/

pare ,students for collegelevel work. Even if it were

desired that no credit be given for them toward an academic

degree or technical program at the college level,.such

a recommendation would seem to bp challengeable under a

1973 interpretation of the Articulation Agreement. At that

time it was decided that reading course credits froma com-

munitT college were not in fact'excluded from transfer

under the official, agreement. (A similar decision was made

for ROTC courses at another time and the Ageement was

amended to exclude physical education as a required course.)

Thus, tr'award of college credit for compensatory programs

and courses, in whatever form, is left as the prerogative

solely of the individual community colleges. It should be

noted that some colleges now award or do not 'award college

credit for physical education sourses.

The Community Instructional Services categories of

courses include citizenship and recreational sub-classes.

No sup6lemental occupational courses are td5be included here.

The seven groups of subject matter in the citizenship

sub-class appear tR be those for which continuing education

units could be awarded; the only clue to such a possibility

is that the courses are all to.be identified as non;-credit.
z

ale
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The-recreational and leisure time sub-class of non-credit

would not be entitled to CEO's) see section IV.

A special note about institutional credit must be

made. It is incorporated by title here and elsewhere by

the DCC; however, it does not seem to be define&anywhere

except as it is used in the individual colleges. Apparently

it is used by DCC as a label for all of the various non-credit

"credit"-unit practices,identified in Table 2. The computation

ratios' for them indicate they have almost no relation to the

CEU ab itis calculated.

Institutional credit is not mentioned in any national

publications or those fr m regional accrediting agencies,

although vocational cer icate credit was mentioned by ACE;

see section, II. Thus, ie practice of awarding institutional

credit seems most likely to be an educational practice pecu-

liar to a few Florida community colleges. This form of credit

seems to have a long history in Florida. The minutes of the

Articulation Coordinating Committee very early reported that

institutional credit and other irregular units weie to be

recorded in a.remarks section of the new common transcript

which was being designed for all Community college and uni-

versity students. However, when this ong-time development

(the common transcript) finally em ges, at least one community

college, and probably several others,should be asked to change

their policies and practices, a sample of which are described in

8 D
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a November 1977 letter from a college academic official.

He explained that institutional credit courses did not

need common course numbers 'since they are Completely

and obviously internal to [the college]." The letter

further explained: "That is, we do not cut'any trans-

cripts for those courses and there is no relationship

to any other institution."

One of the difficulties with instituttonS awarding .

unusual forms of credit, or non-college credit, or other

units, is that the programs and courses permitting them

may be much less rigorous than regular credit courses.

The CEU was designed to 'accommodate such courses, as long

as they were not recreational .(e.g., playing tennis or

watching tennis matches). The national standards for the

CEU and the SoUthern Association standard for them make

it clear that the CEU is not like academic bredit and

therefore no conversions between the two are necessary.

However, suspicions, rumors and 'some alleged reports--see

Table 2 and the Technical Credit and Audit entriescontinue

to be heard that an individual has only to pay the credit-

hour fee difference and have his/her irregular credits

converted to relUlar college credits: If, in fact, all of

these conditions hold, credit award abuses are certainly

possible. If, howevei, the irregular credits are for

normal occupational skill programs which-have MC standard
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credit units agreed on yet in Florida, then a different

kind of problem exists, one which is amenable to ritiotial

analysis and a reasonable policy. However, any new state

policy rule or regulation would most certainly result in

curtailment of some of the independence of the local insti-

tutions. But a word of caution: a state policy for a

uniform definition of credit, and so on, will not solve the

vexing problem of classifying and numbering occupational

courses;

.Even if the last set of DCC occupational course

classifications is used for renumbering, there still may

be insufficient means to decide the code for a dual-level

occupational course. That is, an occupational course--
4

apparently or actually--may serve several levels of a

career program, with only some of them being_part of col-

lege-level programs. This potential condition could result

from an attempt by any educational agency, DCd, SCNS or the

State Division .of Vocational Education, to more rigorousl

define various kinds and levels of occupational programs.

And, such conditions seem a certainty from the 1979-1981

catalog survey which revealed an enormous diversity of

practices in the provision of explanations and specifications

for career, occupational and vocational education programs..

Some colleges went so far as to identify different course

numbers,for the same course, one with college-style credit,

, the ot17. with some form of occupational course units; two

8 7
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numbers might appear together with one course description
r

or be located in the academic section and in the occupational

secion, with slight modifications in contact and credit

hours and course numbers. Determining level is complicated

enough, but sorting it out fo Individual colleges which

haVe different practices of which some are implicit, not

explicit, could be extremely difficult. Converting clock

hour segments of occupational programs to classified courses

in order to identify Common courses may be facilitated

substantially for colleges which have dual-level courses,

i.e., the same course with technical credit and with clock

hours. This problem seems to arise' from-what appears to be
4

the overlap of course and program sequences in the pattern

for upward career mobility based on training and expertise).

The pattern which first emerged from studying the catalogs

appeared to be the following, designated by the "Xis":

Quantity Level of Occupational Training
of Formal Un- Semi- Beginning Advanced
Courses Skilled Skilled Skilled Tech Tech

None
*
One to

four

X

One semester
or more A X

One year
or more A X

Two years A X'

Upon careful inspection of the details about an occupational

program, where given, the actual, period, designated by "A's"
86

40
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above, training might extend to longer periods as the

chart shows. 'Ihe overlaps seemed to result.when the "A"

of an extended skilled training program turned out also

to x:esemble the first part ("X") of a beginning technical

program--or so it seemed in some programs. Several uni-

versity academic vice presidents over the years have been

strongly opposed to awarding transfer credit to any courses

which, as they have so colorfully stated it are "fender

bender" courses; these' were defined as the'courses which

were felt shouldn't be given even any technical credit.

The informal reactions of academic officers is often that

high quality technical education courses do deserve transfer

credit; it would be interesting to know if university admis-

sions officers react to these transfer issues formally, or

informally or both.

Finally, in the.matter of credit, is the fact that

some area vocational-technical schools (which are part of

the public schools) can also award credit units for courses.

To read their catalogs is to wish one.could find persons with

the training offered in their programs, i.e., to find trained'

persons to repair one's cars and house air conditioners, to

advise on healthful ornamental idants and a healthful environ-

ment and so on. A particular example about use of credit at

this kind of school is that for Pinellas Vocational Technical

Institute. 1t9 1977-79 catalog explains that it is on the

quinmester system "which means five 9 week sessions are offered



throughout the year." Credits'are awarded on the fol-

lowing basis: .1.5 credits result from 5 periods a week
which iS

or'45 class hours,hthe exact,equivalent of 3 credit

hours for a college semester of 15 Weeks. A course of

360 hours is scheduled to meet 40 times a week and is

assigned 12.0 credits. Incidentally, "Automotive Body

Repair and Refinishing 9033" requires eight full-time

quinmesters, almost two years.

"Work in the Automotive Body Repair
and Refinishing field emcompasses
many skills. These include welding,
spray painting, metal repair, frame
repair, color matching, glass in-
stallation -and electrical repair."*

Learning and then demonstrating by production of quality

work from use of these skills could tax even an energetic

person who wanted to become a skilled craftsman. Students

completing any program receive a diploma.

Postscript on Course Numbering and Other Practices

.In seakching the catalogs of Florida's 28 community

colleges, a variety of unusual coliise numbering practices was

seen for the first time. Many of tiiese-resulted,from the

inclusion of vocational courses or programs in the catalog.

But all resulted from the autonomy granted each community

college to ceate and administer the programa approved by its

board of trustees. There are no state-wide standards for

almost all of the practices found in the catalogs, so finding

*From the 1977-1979 or 1977-1978(both periods are used)
Catalog of the Pinellas Vocational Technical Institute, "a co-
educational post'high school technical institution of the PinelIsS
County [Florida] School System:" Clearwater Floridat pages 8 and,

VI/
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them should not have been a surprise. However, with many

reports about student mobility among schools, centers,

colleges,and universities, the questions remain about

the extent to which a student may transfer with equitable

treatment from each new institution. More importantly

right now is that the planned conversion and inclusion

of all occupational courses in the Statewide Course Numbering

System will stimulate a wide variety of changes in college

cataloqs. Whether this can be accomplished without formal

State Board of Education policy being adopted is an open

question. Here are the unusual practices found:

1. Some catalogs list credits, credit hours
or semester hours; all are defined in
equivalent terms, i.e., one credit and
semester hour equals one 50 minute class
meeting for 15 or 16 weeks. Only one of
these terms was used for all courses in
a catalog, unless exceptions were made
for clock hours, institutional credit,
or, other non-college credit units.

2. Courses in catalogs with institutional,
technical, certificate credit or units
might or might not have classified
course numbers.

3. Classified courses with irregular forms
of.credit might pr might not have the
Units in the coniputerized course inven-
tory.

4. Some,colleges had courses assigned reg-
ular college credit but were without
classified course numbers.

5. Some courses, in increasing freq\lency--
academic, technical, vocational--had
'wrong or "made-up" prefixes and numbers
when appropriate classified numbers
were already-in existence. This was p

' large problem for all occupational
courses.

9.i
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6. Some colleges had occupational.courses with
pseudo classified course numbers made by
"x"ing out the prefix ar placing a zero or
letter as the firstnumerical digit of the
course number. The remaining portion of the
classified course mtght or might not be .cor-
rect.

7. Many vocational (skill level) courses used
a six-digit, three-alpha, three-number,
course designation. These apparently had
some systematic meaning in relation to
vocational system reference or MIS materials.

8. The general education programs and require-
ments varied significantly between colleges
and for each of the other degree programs
offered at a college besides the AA. The
Articulation Agreement formally states
that each college and four-year university
is responsible for creating its own general-
education program. This is the same senti-
ment expressed-and elaborated upon by the
Southern Association.

9. In the search of the rules, minutes and
other ,documents of the Articulation Coor-
dinating Committee, a current proposal was
found which would permit the universities
to require general education courses at
the upper divisionslevel; such a proposal
could, if passed, facilitate the transfer
of AS and AAS students to a university so .
they could complete "upside-down" programs
for a bachelor's degree. Similarly, the
proposal could also make any transfer
students take the total hours of general
education required by each university,'
thereby changing. the fundamental nature
of the Articulation Agreement. 'The pro-
posal may be a recognition that some of
the universities are, or have, increased
the general education requirements for their
native students and, apparently, for transfers
without en AA from the 28 community colleges
or any other institutions.

10. The competency movement for basic college
skills presents an interesting addition
to the means by whichcertification and/or
credit may arise. Perhaps Articulation

9-2
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Coordinating Committee will want to desig-
nate a course for those passing the exam .

so that a typical form of record is used'
to record achievement.

In summary, the diversity permitted to.develop in the

autonomous community colleges is everywhere evident. To attempt

to use the diverse data for statewide reports DCC squeezes all .

manner of data into a very rational and appropriate set of

categories. The lack of state-wide policy in the area examined-
.

are also evident. Without "changes",in state policy; it does

not seem likely that SCNS will have' manir.of its problems solved.

93
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. VII. Summaries, Conclusions, and Recommendations

1. The problem of the paper was to determine the

existence, extent of, types of, and reasons for different

kinds of, credit units. Over the'past'several years the

director. and .:it-aff of the Statewide Course Numbering System

had found such surrogate learning measures as institutional

credit, common courses with or.without credit, remedial or

compensatory courses with or without credit, and\other

unusual arrangeditts and practices. All of the practices

are felt to have the potential to confuse or restrict a

cdmmunity college student's automatic transferability of

-
courses. They also made uniform classification of courses

difficult for the faculty committees which, by Florida

Statute, mere to maintain the codrse numbering system.

2. The focus of the study became clear when it was

found that institutional credit and its various'forms resulted

largely from the occupational course offerings of some

communit colreges. Surveys of catalogs, searches of the

Florida tatutes and Florida Administrative Code and' an

extensive search of materials from national organizations,

interstate Studies and other sOurces made several points

clear:

a. There are no itate-level Florida rules or

regulations which require 11t1Tconununity colleges to use

some standard form of.crekit with occupatiOnal coursesc,

In the past several years rietppof almost complete
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definitions have been issued in the Florida annual o now

biennial Legislative buctget document, but these have a life'

of only a year or two. Thug, without any relevant tate ,

policy it should be no surprise that the individual instit
14,

tions do as they think appropriate. It is probably past

time for there to be promulgated a set of state policies in

this area.

b. The belief that each public community college

should define its own educational pxograms,and adMinister

them withodt particular concern for the program goals of

other institutions is at the heart of the,concept of

institutional Autonomy orlocal control. This idea is so

much a part of the°Florida community college ideology that

the two-year old state coordinating council for the colleges

does not have any effective powers granted it over the

elucational programs of the institution. a

.c. The indeperidence of the colleges is balanced

by the charge to them to act responsibly and derve the

needs of their communities and district. From an examina-

tion of the catalogs it seems clear that the faculty and

staff may be carrying out these responsibilities in a very .

imaginative and creative manner. Whether or not they are

serving other vague and amorphous state or regional "Reeds"
or'

is very Ward to tell. .Butr presuming that such needs do

exist and are -made manifest, college officials not only will

find inadequate gUidance in current,state policy; they will

101

also discover that the national and regional accreditin
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agencies have not yet 1/ided the kind of help needed to

work out important details.

d. The one flicker of hope for some meaningful

guidance may emerge from the cOmmunity college information

system whose manual of codes and procedures speak's directly

to the problem of occupational program classification. If

those definitions were issued as state policylbr the State

Board of Education, along with.a statement that postsecondary

technical courses would all be awarded. regular college credit,

then most of the confusion would be removed. -Sucih a rule

would require an effective date for conversion and instruction

that conversion records should be submitted to the Statewide

Course Numbering System via its standard forms and procedures.

The first catalog after the conversion date shOuld be checked

for compliance with the Etate policy.

'b. Implementation of this kind of educational policy

shoUld prove helpful to the Division of Community Colleges

which must now use persuasion-to obtain uniform data from the

autonomOus colleges. At present the evidence is that the

DCC has to force a wide variety of the data they receive.into

its appropriate but limited set of categories. Should an

.appropriate state rule be proposed, the DCC should be consulted

and asked for input so that a uniform Bei* of degrees, certi-

ficate7and diplomas could also be established. For example,

an almost two-year long ocCupational skill program might be

awarded a diploma upon completion, rather than-a certificate.

It seems appropriate to distinguish the Oqmpletion awards of
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postsecondary techuical programs, e.g. , associate degree

and certificates, from the awards for completion of occupa-

tional-skill programs. Diplomas of one kind or another could

be awarded for the latter and perhaps, in very special cases,

the AAS awarded, e.g., for the programs to train supervisors

of shops and of skilled operations. This differentiation

used-by public and private vocat,ional schools around the

United States.

f. If funding considerations are causing softie of the

very unusual prefixing, numbering credit forms and credit

unit measures, then it seems avropriate to consider the use

of state policy to clarify these matters. First, it seems

appropria.te to measure, calculate and assign credit units to

a standardized basis' for all courses offered at the post-

secondary level by all institutions involved. The standard

system could 4 thatdetailed by the American Council on Edu-.

cation for non-college courses, a system which is directly

related to current measurement standards for college credit,

nation-wide. 'The ACE measures include standards for lecture,n

lab and shop, as well as hours and credit for "short" courses.

Even the occupational courses evaluated in the Guide could

help in this matter, for they iuclude credit estimates.

Second, the ACE recommendation that vocational credit,

computed uniformly, was to be assigned to vocational/ocdUpa-

tional skill courses buad"certificate°as suggested by ACE)

shou d also be implemented. This can be done during the

conve sion of all vocational programs to courses'by vocational

97
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and SCNS staff. To show that's course with the uniformly

measured and assigned.credit is at the vocational skill

level, a "V" could be placed in the left-most column of the

credit field of the SCNS classified course record. This

designator should help alleviate suspicions that particular
-

occupational courses serve both skill and technical programs

simultaneously, rather than being differentiated and Offered

by level sequentially. That is, 'a higher order--more analytic

than procedural--occupational course should not have a "V";

onlr the skill courses in which procedures are emphasize&most

wouil have a "V" credit prefix. (The "analylc" distinction

is spelled out in the ACE guidelines reported in section II.)

3. The incongruities and confusion from the designa-

tion Of a classified courses as "A" (advanced and professional,

i.e., Itra sfer) or,"0")occupational) should be discontinued

immedilately. he A/0 designator is required only by the

Divis'on of Clmunity Colleges and is reportedly used only fOr

finan ial analysis purposes; it seems to have no intrinsic

or ex rinsic educational purpose other than funding. The

fact that faculty task forces, as required by statute, have

identified a nuMber of classified courses as lower division

-pre-professional, not occupational skillcourses, and therefore

transferable to universities, raises questions about the

efficacy of the A/0 designator. The situation is doubly

confusing when some colleges have "0" designated courses

only in their academic transfer curricula, or

'academic transfer-and occupational curricula.
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a a. Following the conclusions and recommendations

mentioned in 1.d-f, it would seem that the A/0 classifica-

tion could be changed, using the second set of definitions

developed by DCC. Thus, instead of an "0", the occupational

teChnical courses could be coded "T"; the skill courses "S"';

the supplemental occupational courses '1,"; and the appren-'

ticeshiE program courses "P" (or whatever other codes.

mOuld be acceptable). Each "T" course could be considered

the equivalent of a university pre-professional course, ir.ren

when the latter was part.of a baccalaureate program. With.

* this system,.each classified dourse could be much better

classified and the codes much more informative.

b. In the event the preeeding arrangement proves

xmaccept4le to 11CC or would not reduce or remove the current
411,

confusion, then the A/0 should still be discontiftled. Accord-

ing to the 1980 DCC college information system guidelines, an

additional code will be used to classify each occupational

course anyway, so DCC could use"the simple fact of an entry

in the data element coding field as an indicator that a course

is an oacuPational one.. Olearly, should pm operationalize

their own coding structure, the A/0 will not be needed on the

classified course record at SCNS. ,

c. Should the'A/0 be discontinued, this data element

could be converted by SCNS to an alphabetical code for course

usage in programs. The 26 alphabetical letters would be

suffidient to provide a basic indication of "required major,"

"general education only," and so on. This new information
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would tignificantly add to the value of the SCNS course

inventory. Because this code would be used fdr all 'classified

. courses, though, so few, pure cases%of single forms of usage

might be found aiong any set of institutions that the "costs"

of collecting the data might make this proposal impractical.

4. The fact of general education course variations

amofig the community colleges and the universities was over-

whelmingly confirmed. This variation is positively encouraged

by the Southern Association of Colleges and Sbh.00ls and

authorized by official Rule in tyke Florida Administrative Code.

The latter made it a responsibility of all community colleges
)

and of universities with lower division programs to deVelop

their own general education programs. Furthermore, the major

curriculum studies of the last decade all emphasize that each

institution should devise its own program, then periodically

rethink the role of the core liberal arts and sciences in

general education with special consideration to be given to

the role to be played by the humanities. In other wgrds, the

positive side of the chaos of the liberal arts is that a'

great variety of approaches and subject matter have been and
.

are being tried in general education; this "variety" is cited

as a strength of American higher education. Only recently

has there been attention directed to the linkages between t

quality of basic intellectual skills and general education

training-in them.

The recent permission given by the 1979 legislature

telall Florida Institutions with lower-division programs to



test for competency at the end'of the sophomore year probably

will be linked more closely with the general education pro-
1(J?grams. The development ofcollege level competency-based

programi for the sophomore ye@.f under the supervision of the

Florida Departmenkdof Iducation is already influencing the

'kinds of skill or tool courses being required in the community

..
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colleges.

a. At the present ime the colleges are permitted to

offer reading courses for ransfer credit as a result of that

1973 interpretation of the Artigulation Agreement. The

practice, which SCN8 staff has doCumented, is that some

colleges offer credit for remedial courses, others do not.

Again, it must be empha*zed that institutional autonomy

coupled with lack of state policy makes the discovery orthis

practice unavoidable. However, if the state policy in 1

abo've for uniform measurement, computation and assignment of

credit is adopted, the problem of comparable courses having

or not having credit should be solved.

b. Another state policy proased which relates to

the issue of level of compensatory education (credit) and

credit for any other courses with level difficulties should

be ccmsidered. It seems appropriate to require the use of

the zeroipethe first numerical digit of the number for

certain kinds of institutional courses. In the study of the

catalogs, very few first digit "zero" coursed'were seen---

their absence drew attention to them. The typical insti-

,tutional explanation for their absence seems to be that the

I.
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courses with a zero first digit are not fundable on a normal

basis; some state officials dispute this. Nevertheless, it

seems appropriate to use a zero first digititar any courses

which are clearly not at a postsecondary level. Furthermore,

even high sChool level courses could be included in the State-

wide Course Numbering System by requiring that zeroes be
P

entered in both the first and second numerical digits. This

/

/

very practice has been observed in a few Florida community

college catalogs using what might be called pseudo-classified

course numbers. The ingenuity of this system is that it
,

allows the standard discipline-subject prefixes to be used

which would provide numbers for more than 99 high school

courses in each prefix. In other words, if'the proposed

state policies in 1-3 are enacted, all manner of courses,

could be listed anywheie with a clear indication of their

aevel: Thus, postsecondary technical courses would always

have at least a one or two first digit; Occupational skill

courses would have a zero first digit. An industrial arts

course typically taught in a high school but offered at a

community college or area vo-tech center would have two zeroes;

any high school courses offered as part of a regular diploma

program for adults, or as part of a G.E.D. high school

diploma program would also have two zeroes. Any adult basic

education courses could,following similar logic,always be

'assigned a one digit number, i.e., it would have three leading

zeroes in the numerical digits; a variety of" prefixes could

be used as needed. Here is a summary of this proposal

102
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(N=course numerical digit):

NNNN = any postsecondary course, including
regular academic and technical courses.

ONNN = any occupational course of a skill
or semi-skill nature, whether for
programs.with or without completion
awards; and supplemental occupational
courses aethe adult level.

.

OONN = any high school courses, industrial
arts courses,' trade or vocational
courses (for.persons not having credit
of any kind,for completing high school)
and apprenticeship courses.

000N =- adult basic education and other courses
below the secondary level.

The simplicity of this proposal is confounded by the efiort

to get the necessary data, Also,because up to this time each

public institution has Leen permitted to determine the first

numerical digit of each course it offered, specific require-

ments for all of the codes would have to be issued as state

policy.

. 5. The time has come in the history of Statewide

Course Numbering for issuance of a state policy which requires

that any course listed by an institution in its regular catalog,

counseling, or other...curriculum documents, whether as an item

in a list of program requirements, or in the course description

section, must be listed in the SCNS active portion of"the

course inventory (i.e., not reserved). It is apparent from a

sampling of items in every college catalog that there are

courses listed with non-existent prefixes or numbers or de-

scriptions in the SCNS course inventory. Implementing this kind
,*of policy would seem to be more productive than spending
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resources to audit the institutional,course files-regularly.

However, audits seem absolutely necessary if the SCNS is not

to slowly disintegrate into a hodge-podge of local practices

on moderately difficult or unusual courses and programs.

If the policy proposals in 1-4 are adopted, then it

should be possible for this proposal to be carried'out. It

would seem appropriate to require that all courses, of what-

ever variety,be prefixed and numbered. Two remaining kinds

of courses require special mention.

6. It is recommended, following the Southern

Association Standards and Interpretations, that continuing

education units be assigned all Community Instructional

Service courses, rather than regular credit or vocational

credit. Although these credit 'units are often stated with one

decimal (e.g., 1.5), the SCNS credit data field and codes can

accommodate them. It would be appropriate to precede the

credit number with a code prefix like "C," for the CEU.

Although there is a large variety and turnover

among CEU courses, there is a lot of reoitition of "fashion-

able" s1bjet areas for various periods of time. It would

seem possible to classify these courses, even if they are

not listed in the institution's regular course catalog,

but in a separate document. Note that oftentimes the supple-

mental occupational courses are also listed in a separate

catalog, sometimes in the same one with the CEU course

otferings. The purpose here is not to brin4 under state

contr41 in any way the CEU courses, but to show that there

11,

101
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is a set of common CEU courses offered emong Florida's

colleges and universities. Such listings within the SCNS

might even help create a network of information about which

institutron has a set of CEU courses in specialized subject

areas and thereby enhance the continuing educatidn-CIS
Y 4

(community instructional service) programming around the State.
,

It should be realized that many CEU courseseare taught by full-

or part-time faculty, or they are..6viewed by discipline de-

partment staff, thus making it relatively easy to classify

such courses. Whether any but repeated CEU courses should

be entered in the SCNS is a Matter to be determined. °In fact,

it might be best to make listing in the SCNS cours inventory

voluntary and conduct an experimental listing of these courses

gor cooperating institutions.

7. The last class of courses are tholle usually.Author-

ized through atinuing education offices also; these are the

recreation and le ure program offerings. In the system of.

"edits pror4p6 above, nothing applies here, not even CEU's.N

These couries should end up being the only institutionally

sponsored courges with absolutely no form of credit assigned

them.

8. The decisions about if and how credit is to lie

awarded for completion of tests or any other forms of4evalu-

ation, exclusive of that connected wh regular instructional

experience's, should probably be left in theLvery able hands of

the Articulation Coordinating Committee members. The identifi-

1 0 5
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0
cation of these non-traditionaLcredits with particular

courses should occur only for courses that are or could

be entered into the-Statewide Course Numbering.System

course inventory, so that these courses always would

have been reviewed by a faculty task force.

106
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

March 5, 1979

MEMORANDUM

TALLAHASSEE 32301

TO: Dr. Lee Henderson

FROM: Mike DeCarlo,:!g'
=

SUBJECT: Student Development Courses in Community Colleges

ENCL: (1) Florida Siatewide Course Numbefsing System Subject
Matter ClaSsification and Course Inventory Report:
Student Development

Je)---Santa Fe Community College Student Development Courses

1. Enclosures (1) and (2) are provided for your information.

2. A review of the Santa Fe Community College inventory indicates 17
listings for a total of 36 credit hours plus 3 listings with variable_

. credits.

3. A review of institutional catalogs enabled our staff to ide
only two courses which specify "institutional credit" as oppoied
academic credit for student developmerit courses. (It is possible that
we did not locate all the cases of 'institutional credit" because of the
diverse ways catalogs are prepared or because this information is provided
for students elsewhere.)

4. The following questions suggest themselves:

a. May student development courses for credit be included in the
general education requirement or as elective credit to make up the credit
hours necessary for the,A.A. degree?

h. If any student development courses count toward academic credit
which may be indluded for the A.A. degree, could not all other students for
that degree argue that they ought to be permitted to "test-out". of the course
.for academic credit?

0
c. If certain student development coursesought not to be granted

academic credit for transfer'purposes, ought not there he a policy common
to all public community colleges and universities?

4
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Memorandum ,

Dr. Lee Henderson
March 5, 1979

. Page two

0

5. We were prompted to inquire into thismarea as a result of rumors that
academic credit for student development/remedial course was being used to
satisfy general education requirements and/or elective requirements for
the A.A. degree and is a result of the course material sent to us for
processing.

MAD/as

cc: Harold Kastner
Myron Blee
Tom Baker

N.
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

TALLAHASSEE 32304
September 5, 1978

MEMORANDUM-

TO: ,Bill Corley

FRCM:, Michael A. DeCartp;i'j7

SUBJECT: Submission of Report

In accordance with your request we are submitting the accompanytng
materials. The materials are selected,-not comprehensive.

The items identified are'those which tended to'indicate that further
inquiry might be warranted before drawing any firm-conclusions. The
items dealt with concern undergraduate courses.

There are several points which need to be'made:

a. A course in a given subject matter could represent proliferation
of the curriculum;'however, it could also indicate that the faculty
member is at the cutting edge of his discipline and in order to be
responsive to significant developments he is incorporating the new
subject matter in his offerings.

b. A course or courses could be unique and also represent prolifera-
tion of the curriculum. The cumulative effect of this practice
would result in expenditure of resoUrces better applied to areas
which would make a more significant contribution to undergraduate'
preparation.

c. There are enough indicators to suggest that the management of
academic programs at the institutional and/or agency level has
not been effestiveland efficient as it could be because of the
absence of a data base such as the course numbering system.

d. 'The ongoing and cyclical studies in various sulaject matter areas
will enable faculty consultants and their reviewing faculty task
force colleagues to identify problemS and to propose solutions.

.

It always has been my view that faculty, given the opportunity,
confidence, and support of the. Legislature, will undertake thik
responsibility. In fact, those studies will enable a faculty/
legislative contact and cooperation which may neitheehave'existed
nor have been possible before. I would recommend holding in
abeyance any judgement until the'appropriate faculty task force
members have an opportunity to consider and to address any concerns.
I will provide the names of persons who can be helpful with respect
to any item.

11 5an equal opportunity employer
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Wmorandum
Bill Corley
September S, 1978
Page two

There are some items which are self e4lanatory and which suggest
the need for timely action.

f. the imprecise definitions and guidelines related_to the jurisdiction
of communuty colleges, four-year universities and upper division
universities are a major factor in overlap, duplication, destructive
competition, and the resulting consequences for judicious use of
resources. We are developing a plan, based upon the course numbering
system data base and studies, for addressing this matter. I would
urge that the Legislative staffs review the provisions for the
existence and jurisdiction of both commity colleges and upper
division universities:

MAD/as

Enclosures
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

TALLAHASSEE 32304

. June 23, 1978

MEMORAN.DUM

-TO: Cecil Golden

Associate Deputy Commissioner
Department of Education

FROM: Michael DeCarlo
Director

Statewide Course Numbering System

SUBJECT: Community College Practices for Designating Credit;
Implications for_Course Numbering Management InformationSystem, Articulation

Among the 28 community colleges, there are diverse practices fordesignating non-credit, institutional credit, and transfer credit.In some instances, one may be substituted for the other after thecourse has been completed. For example, at IRCC a student may enrollin a course for non-credit and after completion of the course receivecredit by paying the tuition differential. The institutions desireone course number for non-credit and another for credit.

Also, some inititutions do not award credit because they believe theoffering to be remedial or "less than college level", while otherinstitutions give credit for just about everything.
alra

Faculty members become upset Wheh their non-credit courses are notequated with credit courses exen though it is acknowledged by bothinstitutions that the cdurses are substantively alike. Students whotake courses for non-credit are unable to transfer these courses aselectives, while sttidents taking the-same course are able to transferthem for elective credit.

"Institutional credit" is often awarded for remeial or "less than collegelevel" courses based upon the belief that it would injure the student'spsyche-if no credit were awarded. This is, of course, a fiction. Itis my view that part of education is reality awareness. Teachers andstudents should identify
deficiences as such and not camouflage themwith meaningless symbols.

an equal opportunity.
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All of this has consequences for maintaining an accurate course numbering

system and management information system. Further, if non-credit,

institutional credit, and transfer credit courses that are substantively

equivalent are equated on,a matrix, receiving institutions wi11 rebel

against accepting as transfer credit, a course equated with a non-credit'

course.

I have repeatedly brought this problem to the attention of the Division

of Community Colleges over a four year oeriod. I have presented this

situation to the Council of Vice Presidents for Institutional Affairs,

orally and in writing. Mo action has been taken. In view of the

continuing problems, I recently again brought this matter to the attention

of both Lee Hendefson and Harold Kastner who said they would look into it.

My understanding of Dr. Atherton's viewlis that any effort to standardize

terminology and usage in this area would, in effect, be dictating to

tht community colleges'and intruding upon the rights of the individual

) governing boards. I do not share this view since there exists a mandate

' for a course numbering system. The mandate to develop an MIS predated

course numbering.

If the Division is unable to resolve this issue by September 1, I

recommend that it be dealt with by the Commissioner and/or the legislature.

MD/bg
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

TALLAHASSEE 32304

: June 1, 1978

MEMORANDUM

Mike

FROM: Guery 9?

SUBJECT: Institutional Credit Courses

At the.mment, CNS has a problem with Institutional Credit Courses.In most cases,
institutional,credit is given for Occupational-Vo-Tech courses. Institutional credit does not appear on a transcriptand in some cases is given so that a community,college can competewith'a local vocational school. In Such a case, a community col-lege can offer a vocational program at the same cost scale at thatused et the Vo-Tech School.

I believe that CNS ptefixes and numbers thould be assigned to thesecourses. It is my belief that many courses given for institutionalcredit are really .credit courses with the student paying a littlemore if he wants college credit. For example, IRCC offers collegecredit for some courses whichoare taught as Anstitutional credit.In this case, the student pays an additional fee and is.given .college credit for courses he took as institutional credit.

The following is an example of credit and
institutionai credit_courses loundin the -1RCC catalog:

ACC 2001 (ATG 203 Principles of Accounting 1%. 3 credits 4ACC 2021 (ATG 20 Principles of Accounting II - 3 creditsACC 2022 (ATG 2 ) Principles of Accounting III - 3 credits

ACC 060 Princip s of Accounting I - Institutional Credit 3ACC 080 .Principles of Accounting II - Institutional Credit 3ACC 081 Principles of'Accounting III - Institutional Credit 3

Some task forces have alrea y picked up the institutional creditcouhses and assjgned them a prefix and.number. I believe we shouldgo ahead and equate all of Postitutional credit courses not cov-ered in our present inventory.

GO/rb
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STATE OF FLORIDA
DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

TALLAHASSEE 32304

November 4, 1977

MEMORANDUM

TO: Mike

FROM: Guery

SUBJECT: Courses with Institutional Credit

We need to have a policy decision made on how we should

handle courses with institutional credit. In many cases
institutional credit courses have been placed in the existing

course file. In other cases they have been reserved for

the Xp-Tech course file. John Muir believe-s institutional

credll courses need not have CNS numbers assigned since
they are completely internal at his institution (see attached

memo). I have polled the CNS staff and have found mixed

emotions on the subject.

Our possibilities are limited to:

(1) Place institutional credit courses in credit course
file usinb the Occupational Task Force to handle

all courses.

(2) Place institutional creditcouress in- the Vo-Tech file.

,(3) Treat institutional credit courses in the same way that

we treat community services courses.

I need to have a decision on this subject before my Occupational

Task Force Meeting on November 17-18, 1977.

GLO/as

Attachment

1 90
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INDIAN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE

OFFICE OF THE VICE PFIESIOENT

3209 Virginia Avenue
hitt Pierce, *Florida 33450-

To:. Dr. Guery Davis

NcivembeN, 1977

Uva
From: John W. Muir, Ph.D.

Subject: Missing Commor\Course Numbers

Attached is a list of all courses we are able to determine at this time do not ha:fe
common course numbers developed or assigned.

As a response to your memorandum of October 26, 1977, plepse note the listing
includes our courses in Cosmetology and Motorcycle Repair and others in.
addition.

Since we ore going to press with our catalog immediately, it seems that the courses
listed will have to appear in our nevi addition using a parenthetical expression of
the old numbers.

I believe we may be able to solve the problem of our listings beginning on page
219 of the current catalog, "Institutional Credit Courses." It seems those courses
need not have common course numbers assigned since they are completely and
absolutely internal to Indian River only. That is, we do not cut any transcripts
for those courses end there, is therefore no relationship to any other institution.
Perhaps this information All help in accomplishing the common course numbering
task.

Thank you.

Attachments
fief

cc: Dr. Mkhael De Carlo

121
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ENC - 000

BROWARD

SEC - A999 English
,s

Special Services,Program

The special Services Program is designed for underachievers and disadvantaged
students. Signjficant features4Of the Program are its flexibility to meet
individual student,needs and t*ability of stilt:lents to particioate in a
full range of college activities. Details of the Program can be secured
from the Director of the Program.

(Under -"CO(JRSES OF INSTRUCTION SPECIAL SERVICES - pg. 357)
Course Description:
This coarse includes-a study of basis grammar and,usage as it applies to
reading and discussion of relevant literature. It will also encompass a
survey of the fundamentals of composition.

3Sem.

DAYTONA BEACH cOMMUNITY COLLEGE

(New) EH 0093
Course Description:
Developmental English - To develop the studentsoability to express his
ideas jn clear logical sentences that employ standa51 English, correct

y-usage, structure and spelling. ( ish7r. Catt6/T

INDIAN RIVER COMMUNITY COLLEGE
pg 164

ENG 0099
Co se Descri tion:

o-credits - 3 hours lecture
A e ailed consideration of the basics-of grammar and such related element!

as punctuation, capitalization and:allied mechanics of writing with an

eaphasis on drill and individualized instruction. No prerequisite:

JACKSONVILLE UNIVERSITY
pg .57

EH 0000
Course Description: - NonCredit
Practice;in correct and-effectivi writing for those students who
remedial work.

122
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MIAMI-DADE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
Pg 88
ENG 0901 - Language Skills

Course Description: - 3,credits

An intensive study of the b ic language skills that should enable a student,
the student to proceed wit ut difficulty'through a regular college program.
Admission is determtned b lacement test scores. (3 hr lecture, an add- .
itional lab hour may be required.)

PASCO:-HERNANDO COMMUNITY COLLEGE
r41751

+ENC 90p0 (+ENG 901) Fundamentals.in English

Course Description: 3 cr.

Involves individualized instruction in basic English skills. Through a .

variety of diagnostic measures, the student's entrance level of performance
will be and a program of studies to meet the individual needs will
be pursued.- A r de-Of !S" or "U" will be awarded upOn the completion of the
individual program. Four class hours.

FLORIDA KEYS COMMUNITY COLLEGE
(New)

College,English Skills

tourse Description: 3 cr.

A course of indiviaualized instruction with emphas4s on the basic mechanics
of grammar, punctuation, spelling, and introduction to paragraph writing.
Required of students whose test scores indicate a need for developing basic
writing skills. Can be counted as

,
an elective toward the Associater V

in Arts degree. f

CHIPOLA JUNIOR COLLEGE
Pg 83

Compensatory English 3 cr.
ENC 1002

Course Description:

This course is designed 6 provide the instruction needed to remedy
deficiencies in one or any number of areas of communication skills. Students
whose test scores and/or secondary school records indicate a deficiency
in communication skills may ect to take ENC 1002 or ENC 1005. Students
are required to satisfactoril complete the total series of units of
instruction and to make a satosfactory score on a final test over_all units.
The grade in the iourse is based olely on the final examination.
However, those who fail to make a satisfactory score must review until they make

a satisfactor grade. 3 semest hou s cre it.
123
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FLOW:A OEEARIE LCJL..E DUCATION

COURSE ECUIVA,LENCY FRCFILES

CISCIPLINE: 033ENGLISH LANGUAGE & LITERATURE
PREFIX: ENCENGL4Sh CCMPCSITICN

1----

SEb
COURSE: ENC-000 BASIC SKILLS

i A01 rTREgEOUISITES: NONE
1 801 L.INTENDED STUDENTS: N/A,

CO1 I INTRO/ADVANCED: N/A
DOI MAJOR TOPICS: REMEDIAL PRACTICE IN wRITING, PRIOR TO FRESHMAr

002 CCMPOSITION. _

F--- E01 ISPCIAL RECUIREMENTS_: N/A

I COURSE: ENC-002_ CCMPENSATCRY ENGLISH
A01 PREREQUISITES: NONE
801 INTENDED STUDENTS:IN/A
CO1 iNTRO/ADVANCED: N/A

I

001
E01

PAJCR TOPICS: N/A
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: N/A

,

PAGE_
05/C

COURSE: ENC-005 BASIC COMPOSITION SKILLS
A01 PREREQUISITES: NGNE ;

, 801 INTENDED STUDENTS: N/A
1----001 INTRO/ADVANCED: N/A .

1 001 MAJOR ToRICS:4eAsIC SENTENCE STRUCTURE WITHIN THE PARAGRAPH.

1 002 STUDENTS WITH INADEQUATE PREPARATION FCR_PLLEGELEVEL
003 COMMUNICATION SKILL CCURSES.
E01 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: N/A

COURSE: ENC-006 BASIC COMPUNICATION SKILLS
A01 PREREQUISITES: NONE
801 INTENDED STUDENTS: N/A
COI INTRO/ADVANCED: N/A .

001 PAJOR TOPICS: DRILL IN GENERAL STUDY SKILLS, READING, LISTENI'
,002 NOTETAKING, AND QUESTIONANSWERIAG.-
E01 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: A/A

4

COURSE: ENC-007. BASIC COMMUNICATION 'SKILiS III
1001 PREREQUISITES: NONE
801 INTENDED STUDENTS: N/A
COI INTRO/ADVANCED: N/A
001: MAJOR TOPICS: REMEDY pF OEFICIEACIES IN CNE -OR, ANY NUMBER OF

002 OF COMMUNICATION SKILLS.
E01- SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: N/A

COURSE: ENC-008 BASIC COMPOICATICA SKILLS IV
A01 _PREREQUISIJES: NCNE
801 INTENDED STUDENTS: N/A
C01 INTRO/ADVANCEO: N/A
DOI MAJOR TOPICS: N/A
E01 SPECIAL REQU4REMEN A/A

COURSi: ENC-009 BASIC COt NICATICN SKILLS V

1 801 _AMENDED STUDENTS: N/A ,.., .
A01 .PREREQUISITES: NCNE

L__ cot INTIWADVANCED: N/A
001 .MAJCR TOPICS: N/A
E01 SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: N/A

, . 1 2
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5 TENIOE COMMON COURSE-NUMBERING SYSTEM 01/26/70'
-7 TASK FUR E ON ENGLISH LANGUAGE E'LITERATUPE PAGE JO

TITLE IU
K-..SOE-NMDK

HEGIS

4161 SYSTEM
C

i HDUVI PROJECT
CRE011..TtMM USE ONLY-

1

.

---eitGLI-h-CogOSIfidh---7-- T7-.-' .

.

. ..

ENC C00-099 INTMOOLCICRY, ENTRY LEVEL CC 1CAD DISCIPLINE AREA

sivt cco-ccs easIc SKIL

eft

OBCC 77061/ 740110

IRCC /d0110

JEW
LCCC , 74)110

MOLL

PHCC .

ft(c(-

CJC rrad16.

CJC

.FJCJ

LCCC 73..1.110

ENC-OCO BASIC SKILLS

TNGSEC -0999 ELISH

EM -0093 OEYELCPMENTAL-ENGLIS-H-

ENG -0099 REMECIAL ENGLISH
-

00.0 S
..... ___ ___ _

CC3.0 S

OCC.0 S
_

, EH -0000 AAJIING LADCRATOkY OCC.0 5

APC .-0001 APPLIED COMMUNICATIONS 4. 0C3.0 S

i ENG -0901 LANGUAGE SKILLS
____ _ ....

0C3.0 S

1.-

EtG -0901 FUNDAMENTALS IN ENGLISV C
y
4v.) 00.0 S

ENC-0O2 CUFENSATCRY ENGLISH' .0000000000

EN -0110 INDIVIDUALIZEO COMPENSAtoRY ENGLISH'

1501

1500ENC9000 01

1475ENC0000 01

1493ENC0000 01

1495ENC0000 01

1501ENC0000 01

1506ENC9000 DI

10652ENC9000 01

1501
. _

0I-3 S 1472ENC1002 02

.__..

ENC-,005 BASIC CCmFCSITICA SKILLS
. . -. ___

0504020000
. .

150i

EN -0100 BASIC COMPOSITION 003.0 S 1472E741005 01

ENG -0100 INTRODUCTION id ciii4PoSIIION----.-------- ocs.6- s.- 14e4sNctotis 01

APC -0002 APPLIED COMMUNICATIONS CC1.0 S 1501ENC0005 01_ _ .___ - _ . . _ _ - .

EN:-006
,

BASIC cchirtatIcarrch SKILLS C504020000

CJC EN -0106 DPILL IN BAS4C.CONAUNICATICN SKILLi 002.0 7". S

LCCC .740110 ARC -0003 APPLIED COMMUNICATIONS 003.0 S
. _ . ___.

LCCC

1501

1472ENC1306 01

1501ENC0006 01

FNC-.007 BASIC CCMMLNICATICA SKILLS .1404000000 1501
. -

74011.0 APC -0004 APPLIED CCMMUNICATIONS-- 001.0 S 1501ENC004'

sisc-con dAsIc toatunIcarich SKILLS IV "" 1404000000 1501

LCCC room . *Pc -000s APPLIED COMMUNICATIONS 00..0 S
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. FLORIDA

DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION

STATEWIDE COURSE NUMBERING SYSTEM

The Florida Statewide Course Numbering Project encompasses 9 publicuniversities, 28 public community colleges, 26 area vocational centers, '5 private colleges and universities, 156 faculty discipline task fdrcesincluding 600 faculty members, and a 54,800 course inventory rangingfrom the postsecondary occupational through the graduate and professionalschool levels.

Task forces concern themselves-with both the conventional acadeniic
disciplines and the related technologies, develop classification and
subclassification systems for thejr areas, sort existing courses intothe classification system, and order them in terms of chronology, relative
complexity,'or simply by commonality ot domains of knowledge. A commonprefix and numbering system is then aseigned distinguishing courses whichare substantively equivalent and unique. All counterpart institutional
departments review this work; hence, the final results reflect the combined"efforts of the task force members and their collaagues.

Common prefixes and numbers assigned by faculty to graduate and professionalcourses indicatejhat courses aVe offered in given domains of knowledge.They do not indicate that courses are substantively comparable. Thereceiving institutional school or department makes the final evaluationas to the comparability. The same approach is taken to studio coursesin art, dance, acting, and vocal and instrumental music courses. The. performing arts continue to rely upon their own auditions and recitals.

The purposes and advantages of such a system are as follows: (1) providesa common classification system for.all disciplinary and interdisciplinarycategories and subcategories based on the professional judgements of thefaculty; (2) provides a complete and reasonably accurate inventory of allpostsecondary courses and programs; (3) provides a matrix of all institu-tional offerings in each disciplinary and interdisctplinary area based onsubject matter; (4) provides an integral element of the4state's managementinformation system and progrdm, planning, budgeting, and evaluating system;(5) provides a"basis for program allocation among the several sectors;(6) provides a basis for formulating rationales
for alternative-programswithin disciplines .so that unwarranted comparisons will not be made; (7)

provides a basis for the effective and efficient use of limited resourcesand for the equitable funding of programs; (8) provides an unparalleled
forum for statewide articulation; (9) increases the effectiveness ofadmissions officers, registrars, academic and career counselors, teacher
certification personnel and placement and follow-up officers; (10) providesfor high school counselors in one document complete information concerningthe variations in offerings in different postsecondary education disciplinedepartments and institutions; (11) facilitates the cOmparison by studentsof the nature and scope of varying institutional programs; (12) minimizes

127
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thedfrustration of students resulting frdm-institutional errors in
trOnscript evaluation, program planning, and'advising; (13) provides for
tdculty a communicative device for identifying any lack of comparability
between community college offerings and lower division university offerings;
(14) provides for trustees and legislators a clearer and more accurate
framework from which to assess the current status and direction of
postsecondary education.

Legislation has been passed which provides that the Course Numbering
System is descriptive, not prescriptive, and that courses may not be
standardized. Further, a Statewide Course Numbering Policy Council has
been established to monitor the implementation of the system, its main-

,

tenance, and its continuing refinement.

This Council is chaired by a member of the teaching faculty with its
menibership predominantly faculty. Since a major concern related to
information technology is that those who generate the data will be
separated from it,and from the interpretatinhs derived, provision has
been made for continuing input and involvement by the 110 discipline task
forces.

Additionally, provision has been made for annual meetings of ad hoc
committees of the discipline task forces. Those'committees will review
the status of discipline inventory, classification system, course com-
parability and uniqueness, articulation and other problems, and propose
and take appropriate action. In short, it is the faculties who will
establish and maintain the inventory of what is, what is alike, and what
is different.

Although this is essentially a public sector project, six.private colleges
and universities have'been involved on a voluntary basis. It is clear
that the matrices of courses will enable a private institution to compare
its inventory with those.of other private and public institutions tn the
same geographical area. This should enable institutionS and agencies
to determine existing areas of overlap and duplication. This information'
will be of value to State Councils of Postsecondary Education (1202 Commis"-
sions) and assist them in ascertaining the status and needs of education
from a wider perspective.

The new Course'Numbering System.will appear in all public community college
and university catalogs for the academic year 1977-78. All postsecondary
vocational courses in area centers and schools will be completed the
following year. By the beginning of the academic year 1978-79, all public
community colleges, universities, and agencies shall have completed conversion
of all data systemg and all reporting systems, including transcriptsito the
Statewide Course Numbering System, Existing institutional course prefixes
and numbers will no longer'be included in institutional catalogs but will be
retired to history files. Conversion tables of old and new prefixes will be
made available to faculty and students during the traneaction period and fer
about two more years.
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(Statement To Be IncTUded in Catalogs of Florida's
Public Community Colleges & Universities)

Florida's Statewide Course Numbering System

The course numbers appearing in the catalog are part of astatewide system of prefixes and numbers developed for use by all
public postsecondary and participating private institutions inFlorida. One of the major purposes of this system is to make
transferring easier by identifying courses which are equivalent,
no matter where they are taught in the state. All courses
designated as equivalent will carry the same prefix and last
three digits.

The classifying and numbering of courses was done by communitycollege and university faculty members in each academic xi1sc1pl1ne.4
Their work was reviewed by faculty members in all of Florida's
postsecondary institutions who made suggestions and criticisms to
be incorporated into the system.

The course numbering system is, by law, descriptive and not
prescriptive. It in no way limits

or controls what courses may be
offered or how they art taught. It does not affect course titles or
descriptions at individual schools. It seeks only to describe whatis being offered in postsecondary

education in Florida in a manner
that is intelligible and useful to students, faculty and other
interested users of the system.

The course numbering system wes developed so that equivalent
courses could be accepted for transfer without misunderstanding. Eachpublic institution is to accept for transfer credit any course which
carries the same prefix and last three digits as a course at the re-ceiving institution. For example, if a student has taken SOC 000 ata community college, he cannot be required to repeat SOC 000 it theschool to which he transfers. Further, credit for any cairns or itsequivalent, as judged by the appropriate faculty task force and
published in the course numbering system, which can be used by a native
student to satisfy degree requireemnts

at a state university can also
be used for that purpose by

a transfer student regardless of where thecredit was earned.

It should be noted that a receiving institution is not precludedfrom using non-equivalent
courses for satisfying certain requirements.

General Rule for Course Equivalencies

All undergraduate courses bearing the same alpha prefix and last
three numbers (and alpha suffix, if present) have beOn agreed upon tobe equivalent. For example, an introductory coursein sociology isoffered in over 40 postsecondary institutions, in Florida. Since these
courses are.considered to be equivalent, each one will carry the
designator SOC 000.
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First Digit,

The first digit of the course number is assigned by the
institution, generally to indicate the year it is offered--i.e.,
1 -indicates freshman year, 2 indicates sophomore year. In the
sociology example mentioned above, one school which offers thecourse in the freshman year willnumber

it SOC 1000; a school
offering the same course in the sophomore year will number it
SOC 2000. The mariance in first numbers does not affect the
equivalency. If the prefix and last three dig11 are the same,
the courses are substantively equivalent.

Titles

Each institution will retain its own title for each of
its courses. The sociology courSes mentioned above are titled
at different schools "Introductory

Sociology," "General Sociology,"-
and "Principles of Sqciology." The title does not affect the
equivalency. The courses all carry the same prink and last
three digits; that is what identifies them as equivalent.

Lab Indicators

Some courses will carry an alpha suffix indicating a lab.
The alpha suffixes "1" and."C" are used as follows to indicate
laboratories:

"L" means either (a) a course, the content of which is
entirely laboratory or (b) the laboratory component of a lecture-
lab sequence in which the lab is offered at a different time/place
from the lecture course.

"C" means a combined lecture-lab
course in which the lab is

offered in conjunction with the lecture at the same time/same place.

Examples; Nerine Biology OCB 013 (lecture only)
OCB :013L (lab only)

_Marine Biology OCB _croc (lecture & lab combined)
with Lab

Therefore, OCB 013C is equivalent to OCB 013 plus OCB 013l.
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kiMIVILICKY of .SOQUences

In certain cases. SOQUOnCOS of cOursOS in a given discipline
are equivalent rather than the inditidual courses which make up
these sequences. (For example, MAC 132, 133, 134). In these
CAMS the subject matter topics may Rot betaught' in the same
sequence, course by course,'in several institutions; however,
upon completion of the full sequence at any of the several
institutions, students have completed'substantively equivalent
Content. These sequences are clearly identified in the Course
Equivalency Profiles.

Explanation of Prefixes and Numbers

Prefixes and numbers in the course numbering system are not
chosen at random; they art designed to describe course content in
an organized fashion within a classification systemCdeveloped for
midi subject matter area.

Generally, each of the major classifications in a discipline
is represented by a three-alpha prefix. In some cases, one three-
alpha prefix has been sufficient for the entire discipline. A
discipline may use as many prefixes as necessary to accommodate
its major classifications. The logic of the system allows it to
be infinitely expandable with minimal disruption to existing
numbers.

History, for example, has seven prefixes: AFH. African
History; AMH, American History; ASH, Asian History; EUH,
European History; HIS, History-General; LAN, Latin American
History, and WOH, World History. All history courses in the
state will carry one of these prefixes.*

A more specific example is AMH 3421.

AJI H 3 4 2 1 Early Florida History

Broad Area
of American
History; part
of discipline
of History

Junior level
In Taxonomyoffering (at
for AMH 400this particu-
series indi-lar institu-
cates "Areastion)
in American
History'

In Taxonomy
for AMH this
digit indicates
courses in
"History of
Florida"

ast digit in
this case refers
to group of
equated courses
dealing with
"Early History
of Florida"

\(Local titles are used for each particular course. The

S

last three numbers are used to indicate equivalency.)

1cnumber of prefixes is a function of the extent of the
Su lassificatfons of the given subject matter area.

When this work began there were 920 alpha prefixes in existence;
with the new system there are now 370. As in most states there
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existed no uniformity in Florida's prefixes as indicated by the example
below:

Discipline Before After

History 20 '

Sociology 24 3
Philosophy 23 4
Religion 17 1

Mathematics 50 10
English 39 A

Nutrition 38 4

Although it is true that a otudent mapring at one of the 38 partici-
pating institutions may have had only one alpha prefix for his major
(e.g., HY-History) and now he will have seven, all prefixes in the
same subject matter areas will be the same throughout these institu-
tions.

A complete inventory of taxonomic listings, equivalent and-unique
courses, has been made available to each academic department of every
institution in the state. Students, through their local advisors,
should use this information in designing programs which will transfer
smoothly.

Exceptions to the Rule 'Fyoz. Equivalencies

The following are exceptions to the general rule for course
equivalencies:

A. All graduate level courses (except those which the faculty
and their reviewing colleagues have determined to be substantively
equivalent with undergraduate courses) are not automatically transfer-
able.

B. All numbers which have.a second digit of 9 (Ex.: ART 2905)
are "place keeper" numbers for such courses as directed independat
study, thesis hours, etc. Court*, with 900 numbers must be evaluated
individually and are not automatically tfinsferable.

C. All iniernships, practicums, clinical experiences and study
abroad courses, whatever numbers they carry, are not automatically
transferable.

D. Performance or studio courses in Art, Dance, Theatre, and
Music are not automatically transferable but must be evaluated

14,

Authority For Acceptance of Equivalent Courses

The following amendment to Section 6A-10.24(7) of the Articula-
tion Agreement was approved by the Community Colleges Council on Instruc-
tional Affairs, the Presidents Council, the Division of Community Colleges,
the State University System Council of Vice Preside or Academic Affairs
the Council of Presidents smiths Board of Regents. I was adopted by the
State Board of Education on'March 7, 1978: ". . . St dents who earn credit
in a course determined by the appropriate faculty task force to be equiva-
lent and which is published in the state-wide course numbering system, and
who later transfer to another institution within the system can transfer
and use the credit in that course st the receiving institution for the
UM* purpose as that course can be used by native students who complete
the course at the receiving institution."

1. 3
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Statewide Course Numbering System
4,
4

Institutional Applications Of The Cou Equivalency

nd Distribution Directory

1. Admissions Officers/Registrars

a. Facilitates admissions counseling.
b. Facilitates evaluation of transcripts of transfer students

and'placement of these students in courses.

2. Academic Advisors/Counselors/Students

.a. ,Factlitates self-counseling and planning by students.
b. Facilltates counseMng of transfer students with regard to

compaeability of cObrses between institutions.
c. Facilitates'the identification of all equivalent courses for

certification purposes.

3. Academic Department Heads/Faculty

a. Provides an up-to-date inventory of the courses ilopach
subject matter area.

b. Provides a data base for the study of subject matter area
trends by institution, region or on a statewide basis.

c. Reveals the degree of comparability of associate degree
program courses with those offered at the universities.

d. Provides a means by which problems such as articulation
and overlap can be Identified, so that prOposals for
corrective action can be initiated.

e. Provides a data base for administrators of institutional
consortia.

4. Curriculum Committees/Self Stucry Committees

a. Provides one basis for assessing the extent to which Xm-
munity college courses are preparing students to continue
their studies.

b. Provides a data base for exploring the desirability of
establishing consortia among institutions.

Boards of Trustees (Community Colleges)

a. Provides boards with data concerning the degree of com-
parabiljty of community college associate degree program

.courses'and lower division university courses.
b. Provides boards with data which will assist in determining

the extent of unwarranted institutional overlap, dupli-
cation, and proliferation.

133
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2

c. Provides boards with data concerning the degree of the

overlap and duplication of community college and university

courses.
d. Provides boards with ata which will enable them to

determine whether or not corrective action has been tajken

and when.

134
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Appendix B

Program and Award Data
For Florida's 28, Community Colleges
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TABLE 12 OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS

KEY: 114A

AS - Associate in Science Degree
C - Certificate

Occupational Programs in
Florida's 28 Community Colleges

AGRICULTURE
. ,

.

Agribusiness V
AS
C AS

AS
C AS .. AS

Agriculture
-

V

AS
. '4 AS

Animal-Science
, AS

Citrus Technology
V. I AS

Crop Production
.

AS

.,

Farm Coop Training
.

.

Farm Management
.

.
. r

AS
C

Forestry
V

AS
c

,

Golf Course Operation
-3'

AS
C

Moriiculture
.

AS
C

,

AS
, AS

AS
C C C C AS .

Landscape Technology As
AS AS.

Nursery Operations
c ..

Park Technology
..

AS
AS

C
Ranch Management V -t

AS, . .

DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION .
V

V

.

.

Banking
AS AS AS AS AS AS AS

AS
C AS AS AS AS AS AS

Distributive Education 4
.

,
. j. AS v

Fashion AS AS AS

,

AS
C AS AS

SOURCE: AA-1
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TABLE 12 OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS (Continued)

KEY:

AS - Associate in Science Degree
C - Certificate

k7..47 Q.7 f i74,6ye/4-7 ,y.ity ,e .v.v4o,,t.ii,43,,,gg/gig.!;,(qv4,,,,421.;,(421,0,,,F
I

HEALTH OCCUPATIONS Continued:

Medical Assisting
AS

C c AS

Medical Laboratory Technology AS AS
AS
C AS AS AS AS AS

Medical Records AS
AS
C C AS

Mental Health AS AS AS
AS
C AS AS. AS AS C AS

Mortuary Science AS

Nursing (Aide) C C C
.

C C C

Nursing (LPN) C C C C C C C C -
.

C C C

Nursin. (RN) AS, AS AS AS

C

'AS AS-

C

AS

.

AS AS AS AS AS AS AS

C

AS

AS

AS AS AS AS

4'

AS AS

.-

AS

Occupational Therapy

Operating Room Technology

OPtometric Technology

-

AS AS AS

Physical Therapy I AS AS AS

Radiology
AS

AS

C

AS

C AS AS AS AS AS

.

AS AS AS

Respiratory Therapy AS C AS C

AS
C

AS

C
.

AS AS AS

Veterinary Medical Assisting AS As

Ward Clerk
_ C C

._.

SOURCE: AA-1
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TABLE 12 OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS (Continued)

Key:

AS - Associate in Science Degree
C - Certificate

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS Cont:

Dance

Diesel Mechanics

Drafting

El ec tri ca 1 Wi ng _Te_chnologv

Llectro-Mecheincial Technolo

Electronics

Engineering Technology, Civil

Engineering Technology, Electrical

Ar Engineering Technology, Industrial

Engineering Technology, MechaniCal

Environmental Science

Fire Science Technology

FsIght Attendant Technology

Gasoline Engine Terhnology

Industrial Arts Technology

Instrumentation Tochnology

Interior Design

Legal Assisting

SOURCE: AA-1
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AS

C C

AS

AS
C C AS

C AS

AS

AS

AS

AS AS

AS

AS
C C

AS AS AS

AS AS

AS

C AS

AS

AS

C C

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS AS AS AS AS

C AS C C

AS

AS C

C C

AS

AS

C AS AS AS AS AS
"AS
C AS AS AS

AS AS
C C

AS

AS

AS

AS AS

V

AS

AS .AS

AN

AS C S -AS

AS C

AS AS

C C , AS AS

AS AS

A$ AS A$ C

AS

IS AS
C C C

AS

C AS

AS C

AS

AS AS

AS AS AS

AS AS
As

AS

AS
AS__ SLAS AS AS
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TABLE 12 OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS (Continued)

KEY:

AS - Associate in Science Degree,
C - Certificate

14

TRADE AND INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS Cont:

1 4 . . f " " " 4 ( . ,

Library Technology AS AS il

Machine Shop Technology c c c c c
AS
c

Maintenance Technology c

,

. .

Management,'Industrial AS
AS

C AS AS

.

Marine Technology, C c
AS

C ,AS

AS

C AS e
_

Masonry C C C AS

._C

c c C

AS

C

r

\Media Technglogy AS 'AS AS

Meteorology Technology AS

Motion Picture Technology c

Music
. AS

c AS
AS

c AS
.*

Photography AS
AS

c

..-

Pilot Training AS AS AS _AS As .
Plumbing C C

, . -

Police Science
AS-CCCCASCCASCCCCCCASCASCASAt AS AS AS AI- AS AS AS AS AS AS AS

AS

AS AS AS AS

C

Printing
AS

c AS
AS

c
.

_ASC_ASCASCAS

Postal Management
A5

c c AS

Quality Control AS
AS

C

.

Radio/TV Repair c C C C

AS
c

,

Om ,

-AS C .

.

SOURCE: AA-1
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TABLE 12 OCCUPATIONAL PROGRAMS (Continued).

KEY:

AS - Associate in Sci.ence Degree
C - Certificate

TRADE AND-INDUSTRIAL OCCUPATIONS. Cont:

Reactor Technology

Recreation

Safety

Service Station Operation

Social Work/

Studio Art

Teacher Aid Technology

Technical Writing

Telephone Trades

Theater

Tourism

Urban PlanninglAdministration

Watch Repair

Water/Wastewater Control

Welding

X-Ray Engineering Technology

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS C

AS

AS

AS

AS

'AS

AS

AS

AS

a

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS

AS AS

As

Source: Report for Florida Community Colleges, 1978-79, Division of Comunity Colleges, April 1980..
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